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Affine group dg-schemes and linear representations I
Basic theory and Tannakian reconstructions
Jaehyeok Lee⋆, Jae-Suk Park⋆⋆
Department of Mathematics, POSTECH, Pohang 37673, Republic of Korea
Abstract. We develop a basic theory of affine group dg-schemes, their Lie algebraic
counterparts and linear representations. Weprove Tannaka type reconstruction the-
orems that an affine group dg-scheme can be recovered from the dg-tensor category
of its linear representations as well as from the rigid dg-tensor category of its finite
dimensional linear representations along with the forgetful functors to the underly-
ing dg-tensor category of cochain complexes.
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1. Introduction
The theory of affine group schemes and their representations is a classic subject
in algebraic geometry—we refer to [15,9] for a review. It has led to the notion of
Tannakian category as envisioned by Grothendieck and established by Saavedra Ri-
vano [11] and Deligne [4] realizing the Tannaka-Klein duality for the group objects
in the category of affine schemes—see [5,12] for a review. Beside from its initially
intended role in algebraic geometry (Tannakian fundamental group schemes and
motives), the ideas of Tannakian category find applications in wider branches in
mathematics–we refer to the book [6] and references therein.
We recall that an affine group scheme over a field | is a representable functor G :
cAlg (|) Grp from the category cAlg (|) of commutative algebras over | to the cat-
egory Grp of groups, whose representing object is a commutative Hopf algebra B 0.
The category Rep (G ) of linear representations of G is isomorphic to the category
ComodR (B
0) of right comodules over B 0. Then a Tannakian reconstruction theo-
rem is that G can be reconstructed from the category Rep (G ) f of its finite dimen-
sional linear representations via the forgetful functor ω : Rep (G )f   Vec (|)f to the
category of the underlying vector spaces. The category Rep (G )f with the functor ω
is the prototype a of neutral Tannakian category, which is a rigid |-linear abelian
tensor category with a fiber functor to the category Vec (|) f satisfying certain con-
ditions. The other side of the duality is that any neutral Tannakian category
 
T ,ω

is equivalent to the category of the finite dimensional linear representations of an
affine group scheme G , which is called the Tannakian fundamental group scheme
of
 
T ,ω

.
This paper is about a basic theory of affine group dg-schemes, their Lie algebraic
counterparts, and their linear representations as well as Tannakian reconstruction
theorems. This paper is a companion to our recent paper on the similar study of rep-
resentable presheaves of groups on the homotopy category of cocommutative dg-
coalgebras [7]. Theprefix "dg" stands for "differential graded"andadg-category is an
enriched categorywhosemorphismsets are endowedwith the structure of a cochain
complex, where cochain complexes over | form the prototypical dg-category de-
noted by CoCh (|).
In Section 3, we define an affine group dg-scheme over | as a representable func-
tor G : hocdgA (|)   Grp from the homotopy category hocdgA (|) of commutative
dg-algebras over | to the category Grp of groups. A representing object of G is a
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commutative dg-Hopf algebra B , and we use the notation GB for it. The category
of affine group dg-schemes is anti-equivalent to the homotopy category hocdgH (|)
of commutative dg-Hopf algebras. For the Lie theoretic counterpart to affine group
dg-schemes, we construct a functor TGB : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|) to the category Lie (|)
of Lie algebras over | so that TGB and TGB
′
are naturally isomorphic whenever
GB andGB
′
are naturally isomorphic. For a pro-unipotent affine group dg-scheme
GB , where B is conilpotent, we show that the underlying set-valued functors G`B :
hocdgA (|)  Set and `TGB : hocdgA (|)  Set are naturally isomorphic—we can re-
cover the groupGB (A) from the Lie algebra TGB (A) for every cdg-algebra A.
In Sect. 4, we define a linear representation ofGB via a linear representation of the
associated representable functor GB : cdgA (|)  Grp from the category cdgA (|) of
commutative dg-algebras over |. GB is also represented by B and induces GB on
the homotopy category hocdgA (|). Morevoer, a linear representation of GB induces
a linear representation of GB . We shall form a dg-tensor category Rep (GB ) of lin-
ear representations of GB and show that it is isomorphic to a dg-tensor category
dgComod R (B ) formed by right dg-comodules over B .
In Sect. 5, we reconstructGB via the forgetful functorω :dgComod R (B ) CoCh (|)
to the underlying dg-tensor category CoCh (|) of cochain complexes. Out of ω, we
shall construct two functors Gω⊗ : cdgA (|)   Grp and G
ω
⊗ : hocdgA (|)  Grp and
establish natural isomorphisms of functors
G
ω
⊗
∼=GB : cdgA (|) Grp andGω⊗
∼=GB :hocdgA (|) Grp ,
which is our 1st reconstruction theorem of an affine group dg-scheme from the dg-
tensor category of linear representations. We also consider the dg-tensor category
Rep (GB )f of finite dimensional linear representations of G
B which is isomorphic
to the dg-tensor category dgComod R (B )f of finite dimensional right dg-comodules
over B . From the forgetful functor ωf : dgComod R (B )f   CoCh (|)f , we shall con-
struct two functors G
ωf
⊗ : cdgA (|)  Grp andG
ω
⊗ : hocdgA (|)  Grp and establish
natural isomorphisms G
ωf
⊗
∼= GB and G
ωf
⊗
∼= GB , which is our 2nd reconstruction
theorem of an affine group dg-scheme from the dg-tensor category of finite dimen-
sional linear representations. The 2nd reconstruction theorem is obtained by the
reductions of 1st reconstruction theorem to the finite dimensional cases, based on
the basic fact that every right dg-comodule over B is a filtered colimit of its finite
dimensional subcomodules over B .1 We shall also give an independent proof using
the dg-version of rigidity of dgComod R (B )f .
Our study of affine group dg-schemes is originally motivated from de Rham side of
the rational homotopy theory of Sullivan [14] and Chen [2] as well as Deligne’s ratio-
1 We do not have the similar reduction to finite dimensional cases for the dg-tensor category of dg-
modules over cocommutative dg-Hopf algebra studied in [7].
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nal de Rham fundamental group scheme of algebraic varieties and their periods [3].
We like to have a natural extension of rational de Rham fundamental group scheme
of a space to a rational de Rham fundamental group dg-scheme encodingmore gen-
eral invariants of rational homotopy types of those spaces, including all higher ra-
tional homotopy groups—but these and other applications will be the subjects of
a sequel to this paper [8]. Another motivation for this paper is to do some ground-
works toward the theory of "Tannakian dg-tensor categories" as many Tannakian
categories come naturallywith dg-tensor categories—see [13] for examples.We note
that some progress along this line is reported in [10].
Acknowledgements. The work of JL was supported by NRF(National Research Foundation of Korea)
Grant funded by the Korean Government(NRF-2016-Global Ph.D. Fellowship Program). JSP is grateful
to Cheolhyun Cho and Gabriel Drummond Cole for useful discussions.
2. Notations
We use the similar notations and conventions as in our previous paper [7], except
that we use the cohomological Z-grading—every differential has degree 1 and a dg-
category is a category enriched in the category of cochain complexes.
Throughout thispaper| is a groundfieldof characteristic 0.Unadorned tensor prod-
uct ⊗ is over |. By an element in a Z-graded vector space we shall usually mean a
homogeneous element x whose degree will be denoted |x |. Let V =
⊕
n∈ZV
n and
W =
⊕
n∈ZW
n be Z-graded vector spaces. Then V ⊗W =
⊕
n∈Z(V ⊗W )
n , where
(V ⊗W )n =
⊕
i+ j=n∈ZV
i⊗W j , is also aZ-graded vector space. Denote Hom(V ,W ) =⊕
n∈ZHom(V ,W )
n as the Z-graded vector space of |-linear maps from V to W . A
cochain complex
 
V ,dV

is often denoted by V for simplicity. The ground field | is a
cochain complexwith the zerodifferential. IfV andW are cochain complexesV ⊗W
and Hom(V ,W ) are also cochain complexes with the following differentials¨
dV ⊗W = dV ⊗ IW + IV ⊗dW ,
dV ,W f = dW ◦ f − (−1)
| f | f ◦dV , ∀ f ∈Hom(V ,W )
| f |.
(2.1)
A cochain map f :
 
V ,dV

→
 
W ,dW

is an f ∈Hom(V ,W )0 satisfying dV,W f = dV ◦
f − f ◦ dW = 0. Two cochain maps f and f˜ are homotopic, denoted by f ∼ f˜ , or
have the same homotopy type, denoted by [ f ] = [ f˜ ], if there is a cochain homotopy
λ ∈Hom(V ,W )−1 such that f˜ − f = dV,Wλ.
The set of morphisms from an object C to another object C ′ in a category C is de-
noted by HomC (C ,C
′). We denote the set of natural transformations of functors
F ⇒ G : C   D by Nat(F , G ). For any functor F : C   D , where D is small, we
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use the notation F` : C → Set for the underlying set valued functor obtained by com-
posing F with the forgetful functor Forget : D   Set . Such a functor F : C   D is
called representable if F` is representable.
Remark that the ground field | is an algebra (|,u|,m|)where u| = I| andm|(a⊗b ) =
a · b , and a coalgebra |∨ = (|,ε|,Í|) with ε| = I| and Í|(1) = 1⊗ 1. The canonical
isomorphisms | ⊗ V ∼= V and V ⊗ | ∼= V will be denoted by ıV : | ⊗ V → V and
ı−1V : V → |⊗V , as well as V :V ⊗|→ V and 
−1
V : V → V ⊗|.
A commutative dg Hopf algebra (cdg-Hopf algebra) is a tuple
B =
 
B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB

,
where
– (B ,dB ) is a cochain complex;
–
 
B ,uB ,mB ,dB

is a commutative dg algebra (cdg-algebra) that both the unit uB :
|→ B and theproduct mB : B⊗B → B are cochainmaps satisfying the unit axiom
and the associativity axiom:¨
dB ◦uB = 0,
mB ◦dB⊗B = dB ◦mB ,
¨
mB ◦ (uB ⊗ IB ) = ıB
∼=mB ◦ (IB ⊗uB ) = B ,
mB ◦ (mB ⊗ IB ) =mB ◦ (IB ⊗mB ),
(2.2)
and the commutativitymB =mB ◦τ, where τ(x ⊗ y ) = (−1)
|x ||y |y ⊗ x , ∀x , y ∈ A;
– (B ,εB ,ÍB ,dB ) is adg coalgebra (dg-coalgebra) that both the counit εB : B → | and
the coproduct ÍB : B → B ⊗ B are cochain maps satisfying the counit axiom and
the coassociativity axiom:¨
εB ◦dB = 0,
ÍB ◦dB = dB⊗B ◦ÍB ,
¨
(εB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB = ı
−1
B
∼= (IB ⊗εB ) ◦ÍB = 
−1
B ,
(ÍB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB = (IB ⊗ÍB ) ◦ÍB .
(2.3)
– ςB : B → B is a cochain map called the antipode,
such that the counit εB : B → | and the coproduct ÍB : B → B ⊗ B are algebra
maps: ¨
εB ◦uB = u|,
εB ◦mB =m| ◦ (εB ⊗εB ),
¨
ÍB ◦uB = uB⊗B ◦Í|,
ÍB ◦mB =mB⊗B ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ),
(2.4)
and ςB : B → B satisfies the antipode axiom:
mB ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB =mB ◦ (IB ⊗ςB ) ◦ÍB = uB ◦εB . (2.5)
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Remark 2.1. Wehave used the structure
 
B⊗B ,uB⊗B ,mB⊗B ,dB⊗B

of cdg-algebra on
B ⊗B induced from the cdg-algebra on B where
uB⊗B = uB ⊗uB , mB⊗B = (mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ).
We also have the structure
 
B ⊗ B ,εB⊗B ,ÍB⊗B ,dB⊗B

of dg-coalgebra on B ⊗ B in-
duced from the dg-coalgebra on B , where
εB⊗B = εB ⊗εB , ÍB⊗B = (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ).
The conditions in eq. (2.4) is equivalent to the conditions that theunituB : |→ B and
the productmB : B ⊗B → B are coalgebra maps. A cdg-Hopf algebra, after forgetting
the antipode, is a cdg-bialgebra. In otherwords a cdg-Hopf algebra is a cdg-bialgebra
with an antipode. An antipode ςB of a cdg-bialgebra B is unique if exists, and is a
morphism of cdg-algebras and an anti-morphism of dg-coalgebras:¨
ςB ◦uB = uB ,
ςB ◦mB =mB ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ),
¨
εB ◦ςB = εB ,
ÍB ◦ςB = τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ) ◦ÍB .
(2.6)
Amorphism f : B → B ′ of cdg-Hopf algebras is simultaneously
– a morphism f :
 
B ,uB ,mB ,dB

→
 
B ′,uB ′ ,mB ′ ,dB ′

of cdg-algebras:
f ◦dB = dB ′ ◦ f , f ◦uB = uB ′ , f ◦mB =mB ′ ◦ ( f ⊗ f ), (2.7)
– and a morphism f :
 
B ,εB ,ÍB ,dB

→
 
B ′,εB ′ ,ÍB ′ ,dB ′

of dg-coalgebras:
f ◦dB = dB ′ ◦ f , εB ′ ◦ f = εB , ÍB ′ ◦ f = ( f ⊗ f ) ◦ÍB . (2.8)
Then it is automatic that f commutes with the antipodes:
f ◦ςB = ςB ′ ◦ f . (2.9)
The composition of morphisms of cdg-Hopf algebras is defined by the composition
as linear maps, which is obviously a morphism of cdg-Hopf algebras. The category
of cdg-Hopf algebras, dg-algebras, cdg-algebras and dg-coalgebras are denoted by
cdgH (|), dgA (|), cdgA (|) and dgC (|), respectively.
Ahomotopypair onHomcdgH (|)(B ,B
′) is apair of oneparameter families
 
f (t ),ξ(t )

∈
Hom(B ,B ′)0[t ]⊕Hom(B ,B ′)−1[t ], parametrized by the time variable t with polyno-
mial dependences, satisfying the homotopy flow equation
d
d t
f (t ) = dB ,B ′ξ(t ) gen-
erated by ξ(t ), subject to the following two types of conditions:
– infinitesimal algebra map: f (0) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,B
′) and
ξ(t ) ◦uB = 0, ξ(t ) ◦mB =mB ′ ◦
 
f (t )⊗ξ(t ) +ξ(t )⊗ f (t )

;
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– infinitesimal coalgebramap: f (0) ∈HomdgC (|)(B ,B
′) and
εB ′ ◦ξ(t ) = 0, ÍB ′ ◦ξ(t ) =
 
f (t )⊗ξ(t ) +ξ(t )⊗ f (t )

◦ÍB .
Let
 
f (t ),ξ(t )

be ahomotopypair onHomcdgH (|)(B ,B
′). By thehomotopyflowequa-
tion, f (t ) is uniquely determined by ξ(t )modulo an initial condition f (0) such that
f (t ) = f (0) + dB ,B ′
∫ t
0
ξ(s )ds, and we can check that f (t ) is a family of morphisms
of cdg-Hopf algebras. We say f (1) is homotopic to f (0) by the homotopy
∫ 1
0
ξ(t )d t ,
and denote f (0) ∼ f (1), which is clearly an equivalence relation. In other words,
two morphisms f and f˜ of cdg-Hopf algebras are homotopic if there is a homo-
topy flow connecting them (by the time 1map). Then, we also say that f and f˜ have
the same homotopy type, denoted by [ f ] = [ f˜ ]. For any diagram B
f
))
f˜
55 B ′
f ′
**
f˜ ′
44 B ′′
in the category cdgH (|), where f ∼ f˜ and f ′ ∼ f˜ ′, it is straightforward to check that
f ′◦ f ∼ f˜ ′◦ f˜ , and thehomotopy typeof f ′◦ f only dependson thehomotopy types of
f and f ′, so that we have thewell-defined composition [ f ′]◦h [ f ] := [ f
′◦ f ] of homo-
topy types. Amorphism B
f
// B ′ of cdg-Hopf algebras is ahomotopy equivalence
if there is amorphism B B ′
hoo of cdg-Hopf algebras from the opposite direction
such that h ◦ f ∼ IB and f ◦h ∼ IB ′ .
The homotopy category hocdgH (|) of cdg-Hopf algebras over | is defined such that
theobjects are cdg-Hopf algebras andmorphismsarehomotopy typesofmorphisms
of cdg-Hopf algebras. Note that a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras is an
isomorphism in the homotopy category hocdgH (|).
We define a homotopy pair on the morphisms of cdg-algebras as the case of cdg-
Hopf algebrasbutwithout imposing the infinitesimal coalgebramapcondition. Then
we have corresponding notions for homotopy types of morphisms of cdg-algebras
and a homotopy equivalence of cdg-algebras. Thus we can form the homotopy cat-
egory hocdgA (|) of cdg-algebras, whose morphisms are homotopy types of mor-
phisms of cdg-algebras.
A dg-category C over | is a category enriched in the category CoCh (|) of cochain
complexes over |. A dg-category shall be distinguished from an ordinary category
by putting an "overline". We follows [13] for the notion of dg-tensor categories. De-
noted by HomC (X ,Y ) with differential dHomC (X ,Y ) is the cochain complex of mor-
phisms from an object X to another object Y in a dg-category C . A morphism f ∈
HomC (X ,Y )between twoobjectsX andY inC is an isomorphism if f ∈HomC (X ,Y )
0
andsatisfiesdHomC (X ,Y ) f = 0,with its inverse g ∈HomC (Y ,X )
0 satisfyingdHomC (Y ,X )g =
0.
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A dg-functor F : C   D is a functor which induces cochain maps HomC (X ,Y ) →
HomD (F (X ), F (Y )) for every pair (X ,Y ) of objects in C . The setNat(F , G ) of natural
transformations of dg-functors is a cochain complex
 
Nat(F , G ),δ

, where
– its degree n element is a collection of morphisms η = {ηX : F (X ) → G (X )|X ∈
Ob(C )} of degree n , where ηX is called the component of η at X , with the super-
commutingnaturalness condition, i.e. G ( f )◦ηX = (−1)mnηY ◦F ( f ) for everymor-
phism f : X → Y of degreem .
– for everyη ∈Nat(F , G )of degree n we haveδη ∈Nat(F , G )of degree n+1, whose
component at X is defined by
 
δη
X
:= d
HomC
 
F (X ),G (X )
ηX , and δ ◦δ= 0.
The dg-functors from C to D form a dg-category, withmorphisms as the above nat-
ural transformations. In particular, the set End(F ) := Nat(F , F ) of natural endomor-
phisms has a canonical structure of dg-algebra. A natural transformation η from a
dg-functor F to another dg-functor G is often indicated by a diagram η : F ⇒ G :
C   D . A natural transformation η is an (natural) isomorphism if the component
morphism ηX : F (X )→ G (X ) is an isomorphism in D for every object X of C .
The notion of tensor categories [11,4] has a natural generalization to dg-tensor cat-
egories. For a dg-category C we have a new dg-category C ⊠C , whose objects are
pairs denoted by X ⊠Y and whose Hom complexes are the tensor products of Hom
complexes of C , i.e., HomC ⊠C (X ⊠ Y ,X
′ ⊠ Y ′) = HomC (X ,X
′)⊗HomC (Y ,Y
′) with
the natural composition operation and differentials. Then we have a natural equiv-
alence of dg-categories (C ⊠C )⊠C ∼= C ⊠ (C ⊠C ). A dg-category C is a dg-tensor
category if we have dg-functor ⊗ : C ⊠C   C and a unit object 1C satisfying the as-
sociativity, the commutativity and the unit axioms subject to coherence conditions.
(See pp 40-41 in [13] for the details.)
The fundamental example of dg-tensor categories over | is the dg-category CoCh (|)
of cochain complexes, whose set of morphisms HomCoCh (|)(V ,W ) from a cochain
complex V to a cochain complexW is the |-linear Hom complex Hom(V ,W ) with
the differential dHomCoCh (|)(V ,W ) = dV ,W . The dg-functor ⊗ : CoCh (|)⊠CoCh (|)  
CoCh (|) sends (V ,dV )⊠(W ,dW ) to the cochain complex (V ⊗W ,dV ⊗W ) and the unit
object is the ground field | as a cochain complex (|, 0), where all coherence isomor-
phisms are the obvious ones.
A dg-tensor functor F : C  D between dg-tensor categories is a dg-functor satisfy-
ing F (X⊗Y )∼= F (X )⊗F (Y ) and F (1C )
∼= 1D . A tensor natural transformation η : F⇒
G of dg-tensor functors is a natural transformation of degree 0 satisfying ηX⊗Y ∼=
ηX ⊗ηY and η1C ∼= I1D .
We use the notation [α] for the homotopy type of a morphism α as well as for the
cohomology class of a cocycle α, depending on the context.
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3. Affine group dg-schemes
An affine group dg-scheme over | is a representable functor G : hocdgA (|)  Grp
from the homotopy category hocdgA (|) of cdg-algebras over | to the categoryGrp of
groups. A representing object ofG is a cdg-Hopf algebra B , andwe use the notation
GB for it. The category formed by affine group dg-schemes over | is anti-equivalent
to the homotopy category hocdgH (|) of cdg-Hopf algebras over |.
For each cdg-Hopf algebra B , we also construct a functor TGB : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|)
to the category Lie (|) of Lie algebras so thatTGB andTGB
′
are naturally isomorphic
wheneverGB andGB
′
are naturally isomorphic.
3.1. Representable functorsG :hocdgA (|) Grp and cdg-Hopf algebras
The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1 (Definition).For every cdg-Hopf algebra B =
 
B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB

we have a functorGB : hocdgA (|) Grp represented by B defined as follows:
– for each cdg-algebra
 
A,uA ,mA,dA

we have a groupGB (A) defined by
GB (A) :=

HomhocdgA (|)(B ,A), eB,A,∗B,A

with the identity element eB,A :=

uA◦εB

, the group operation [g1]∗B,A [g2] :=

mA◦
(g1 ⊗ g2) ◦ÍB

, and the inverse [g ]−1 :=

g ◦ ςB

of [g ], where g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)
is an arbitrary representative of the homotopy type [g ] ∈HomhocdgA (|)(B ,A);
– for each morphism [ f ] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′) we have a group homomorphism
GB
 
[ f ]

:GB (A)→GB (A′) defined by, ∀[g ] ∈HomhocdgA (|)(B ,A),
GB ([ f ])
 
[g ]

:=

f ◦ g

,
where f ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
A,A′

andg ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)are arbitrary representatives
of the homotopy types [ f ] and [g ], respectively, such that GB ([ f ]) is an isomor-
phism of groups whenever f : A→ A′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-algebras.
For each morphism [ψ] ∈ HomhocdgH (|)(B ,B
′) in the homotopy category of cdg-Hopf
algebras, we have a natural transformation N[ψ] ∈ Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

defined as follows:
for each cdg-algebra A and for every [g ′] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

we haveN A
[ψ]
 
[g ′]

:=
g ′ ◦ψ

, whereψ ∈HomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

and g ′ ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

are arbitrary repre-
sentative of the homotopy types [ψ] and [g ′].
WehaveHomhocdgH (|)(B ,B
′)∼=Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

such thatN[ψ] is a natural isomorphism
wheneverψ : B → B ′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras.
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We need the forthcoming three lemmas for the proof.
Lemma 3.1. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B we have a functor EB : cdgA (|)  dgA (|),
sending
– each cdg-algebra A to thedg-algebraEB (A) :=
 
Hom
 
B ,A

,uA◦εB ,⋆B,A,dB,A

,where
α1 ⋆B,A α2 :=mA ◦ (α1⊗α2) ◦ÍB for all α1,α2 ∈Hom(B ,A), and
– each morphism A
f
−→ A′ of cdg-algebras to a morphism EB ( f ) : EB (A)→ EB (A′) of
dg-algebras defined by EB ( f )(α) := f ◦α for all α ∈Hom
 
B ,A

.
Proof. It is a standard fact that EB (A) is a dg-algebra. We check that EB ( f ) is a mor-
phism of dg-algebras, as follows:
E
B ( f )(uA◦εB ) = f ◦uA ◦εB = uA′◦εB ,
E
B ( f )
 
dB,Aα

= f ◦dA ◦α− (−1)
|α| f ◦α ◦dB
=dA′ ◦ f ◦α− (−1)
|α| f ◦α ◦dB = dB,A′
 
E
B ( f )(α)

,
E
B ( f )
 
α1 ⋆B,A α2

= f ◦mA ◦ (α1⊗α2) ◦ÍB =mA′ ◦ ( f ◦α1⊗ f ◦α2) ◦ÍB
=EB ( f )(α1) ⋆B,A′ E
B ( f )(α2),
The functoriality of EB is obvious. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.2. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B we have a functor GB : cdgA (|)   Grp
represented by B , sending
– each cdg-algebra A to a groupGB (A) :=
 
HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

,uA ◦εB ,⋆B,A

, where the
inverse g −1 of g ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

is g −1 := g ◦ςB , and
– each morphism A
f
−→ A′ of cdg-algebras to a morphism GB ( f ) :GB (A)→GB (A′) of
groups defined by GB ( f )(g ) := f ◦ g for all g ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

.
Proof. 1. We show that GB (A) is a group for every cdg-algebra A. By Lemma 3.1 the
tuple
 
Hom(B ,A),uA ◦εB ,⋆B,A,dB,A

is a dg-algebra, and
HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

:=
n
g ∈Hom
 
B ,A
0dB,Ag = 0, α ◦uB = uA , g ◦mB =mA ◦ (g ⊗ g )o .
Therefore, we need to check that uA ◦εB ,g1⋆B,A g2,g
−1 ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

and g ⋆B,A
g −1 = g −1 ⋆B,A g = uA ◦εB for all g1,g2,g ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

.
– uA◦εB ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A): It is trivial thatdB,A(uA◦εB ) = dA◦uA◦εB−uA◦εB ◦dB =
0 and (uA ◦εB ) ◦uB = uA . We check that uA ◦εB is an algebra map as follows:
uA ◦εB ◦mB = uA ◦m| ◦ (εB ⊗εB ),
mA ◦ ((uA ◦εB )⊗ (uA ◦εB )) =mA ◦ (uA ⊗uA) ◦ (εB ⊗εB ) = uA ◦m| ◦ (εB ⊗εB ).
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– g1 ⋆B,A g2 ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A): Note that dB,A(g1 ⋆B,A g2) = dB,Ag1 ⋆B ,A g2 + g1 ⋆B,A
dB,Ag2 = 0. The property (g1 ⋆B,A g2) ◦uB = uA can be checked as follows:
(g1 ⋆B,A g2) ◦uB =mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB ◦uB =mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ (uB ⊗uB ) ◦Í|
=mA ◦ (uA ⊗uA) ◦Í| = uA .
Now we check that g1 ⋆B,A g2 is an algebra map. Consider
(g1 ⋆B,A g2) ◦mB =mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB ◦mB
=mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ (mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB )
=mA ◦ (mA ⊗mA) ◦ (g1⊗ g1⊗ g2⊗ g2) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ).
From the commutativitymA ◦τ =mA ofmA we havemA ◦ (mA ⊗mA) ◦ (g1 ⊗ g1 ⊗
g2⊗ g2) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) =mA ◦ (mA ⊗mA) ◦ (g1⊗ g2⊗ g1⊗ g2), so that
(g1 ⋆ g2) ◦mB =mA ◦ (mA ⊗mA) ◦ (g1⊗ g2⊗ g1⊗ g2) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB )
=mA ◦
 
(g1 ⋆B,A g2)⊗ (g1 ⋆B,A g2)

.
– g −1 ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A): From the condition dB ◦ςB = ςB ◦dB , wehavedB,Ag
−1 = 0.
It is trivial that g −1◦uB = g ◦ςB ◦uB = g ◦uB = uA .We check that g
−1 is an algebra
map as follows:
g −1 ◦mB = g ◦ςB ◦mB = g ◦mB ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ) ◦τ= g ◦mB ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB )
=mA ◦ (g ⊗ g ) ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ) =mA ◦ (g
−1⊗ g −1),
where we have used the commutativitymB ◦τ=mB ofmB .
– g ⋆B,Ag
−1 =mA◦(g ⊗g )◦(IB⊗ςB )◦ÍB = g ◦mB ◦(IB⊗ςB )◦ÍB = g ◦uB ◦εB = uA◦εB .
– g −1⋆B,Ag =mA◦(g ⊗g )◦(ςB⊗IB )◦ÍB = g ◦mB ◦(ςB⊗IB )◦ÍB = g ◦uB ◦εB = uA◦εB .
2. We show that GB ( f ) : GB (A)→ GB (A′) is a group homomorphism. We first check
that GB ( f )(g ) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′)whenever g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A):
dB,A′
 
G
B ( f )(g )

=dB,A′
 
f ◦ g

= dA′ ◦ f ◦ g − f ◦ g ◦dB =
 
dA′ ◦ f − f ◦dA

◦ g = 0,
G
B ( f )(g ) ◦uB = f ◦ g ◦uB = f ◦uA = uA′ ,
G
B ( f )(g ) ◦mB = f ◦ g ◦mB = f ◦mA ◦ (g ⊗ g ) =mA′ ◦ ( f ⊗ f ) ◦ (g ⊗ g )
=mA′ ◦
 
G
B ( f )(g )⊗GB ( f )(g )

.
Now we check that GB ( f ) is a group homomorphism:
G
B ( f )(uA ◦εB ) = f ◦uA ◦εB = uA′ ◦εB ,
G
B ( f )(g1 ⋆B,A g2) = f ◦ (g1 ⋆B ,A g2) = f ◦mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB =mA′ ◦ ( f ⊗ f ) ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB
=( f ◦ g1) ⋆B,A′ ( f ◦ g2) =G
B ( f )(g1) ⋆B,A′ G
B ( f )(g2).
The functoriality of GB is obvious. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose G : cdgA (|)  Grp is a representable functor. Then G ∼= GB for
some cdg-Hopf algebra B .
Proof. Since the functor G` : cdgA (|)  Set is representable,wehavean isomorphism
G` ∼= HomcdgA (|)(B ,−) for some cdg-algebra B . We show that B in fact a cdg-Hopf
algebra. We can restate the condition of G` factoring through Grp as follows:
– For each cdg-algebra A there is a structure of group on G`(A), i.e., there are three
functions µA : G`(A)× G`(A)→ G`(A), e A : {∗}→ G`(A) and i A : G`(A)→ G`(A) satisfying
the group axioms.
– For each morphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras, the function G`( f ) : G`(A)→ G`(A′)
is a homomorphism of groups.
This is equivalent to the existence of three natural transformations µ : G` × G` → G`,
e : {∗}→ G` and i : G`→ G` satisfying the groupaxioms.Here, {∗} is a functor cdgA (|)→
Set sending every cdg-algebra A to a one-point set {∗}.
Let B ⊗ B be the cdg-algebra obtained by the tensor product of the cdg-algebra B .
We claim that there are natural isomorphisms of functors
{∗} ∼=HomcdgA (|)(|,−), G` × G` ∼=HomcdgA (|)(B ⊗B ,−). (3.1)
Then, by the Yoneda lemma, the natural transformations µ, e , and i are completely
determined by morphisms ÍB : B → B ⊗ B , εB : B → | and ςB : B → B of cdg-
algebras, respectively. Applying the Yoneda lemma again, a plain calculation shows
that
1. µ ◦ (µ× IG`) =µ ◦ (IG` ×µ) implies the coassociativity of ÍB .
2. µ ◦ (e × IG`) =µ ◦ (IG` × e ) = IG` implies the counit axiom of εB .
3. inverse element axiom of i implies the antipode axiom of ςB .
Therefore B has a cdg-Hopf algebra structure (B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB ).
Now we check the claimed isomorphisms in eq. (3.1). Note that | is an initial object
in the category cdgA (|) since any morphism | → A of cdg-algebras has to be the
unit uA by the unit axiom. Let A ⊗ A
′ is be the cdg-algebra obtained by the tensor
product of cdg-algebras A and A′. Then we have the following inclusion morphisms
of cdg-algebras:
iA := A
 −1A // A⊗|
IA⊗uA′ // A⊗A′, iA′ := A
′
ı−1
A′ // |⊗A′
uA⊗IA′ // A⊗A′.
For each cdg-algebra T , we consider the function
HomcdgA (|)(A⊗A
′,T )→HomcdgA (|)(A,T )×HomcdgA (|)(A
′,T )
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defined by h 7→
 
h ◦ iA ,h ◦ iA′

. We show the function is a bijection for every T by
constructing its inverse. Givenmorphisms f : A→ T and g : A′→ T of cdg-algebras,
define 〈 f ,g 〉 :=mT ◦ ( f ⊗ g ) : A⊗A
′→ T , which is a morphism of cdg-algebras since
mT is commutative. It is obvious that 〈h ◦ iA ,h ◦ iA′〉 = h , 〈 f ,g 〉 ◦ iA = f and 〈 f ,g 〉 ◦
iA′ = g . Moreover, the above bijection is natural in T ∈ cdgA (|). Therefore we have
constructed the claimed isomorphisms in eq. (3.1).
Let x1, x2 be the elements in G`(A) that correspond to morphisms g1,g2 : B → A of
cdg-algebras via the bijection G`(A)∼= G`B (A). Then, by the Yoneda lemma,µA(x1, x2) ∈
G`(A) corresponds to 〈g1,g2〉 ◦ÍB = g1 ⋆B ,A g2 ∈ G`
B
(A), and e A ∈ G`(A) corresponds
to uA ◦ εB ∈ G`
B
(A). This shows that the bijection G`(A) ∼= G`B (A) is an isomorphism
of groups for every cdg-algebra A. Thus we have a natural isomorphism G ∼= GB of
functors from cdgA (|) to Grp . ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.4. For every morphism ψ : B → B ′ of cdg-Hopf algebras we have a natu-
ral transformation Nψ : G
B ′ =⇒ GB : cdgA (|)   Grp functors, whose component
N Aψ : G
B ′ (A) → GB (A) at each cdg-algebra A is defined by N Aψ (g
′) := g ′ ◦ψ for all
g ′ ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

. We also haveHomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

∼=Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

.
Proof. We show thatNψ is a natural transformation for everyψ ∈HomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′),
which is a linear mapψ : B → B ′ satisfying the following relations
dB ′ ◦ψ=ψ ◦dB ,
¨
ψ ◦uB = uB ′ ,
ψ ◦mB =mB ′ ◦ (ψ⊗ψ)
,
¨
εB = εB ′ ◦ψ,
ÍB ′ ◦ψ= (ψ⊗ψ) ◦ÍB ,
as follows.
– N Aψ (g
′) ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

for all g ′ ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

:
N Aψ (g
′) ◦uB =g
′ ◦ψ ◦uB = g
′ ◦uB ′ = uA ,
dB,A

N Aψ (g
′)

=g ′ ◦ψ ◦dB −dA ◦ g
′ ◦ψ= g ′ ◦dB ′ ◦ψ− g
′ ◦dB ′ ◦ψ= 0,
N Aψ (g
′) ◦mB =g
′ ◦ψ ◦mB = g
′ ◦mB ′ ◦ (ψ⊗ψ) =mA ◦ (g
′⊗ g ′) ◦ (ψ⊗ψ)
=mA ◦

N Aψ (g
′)⊗N Aψ (g
′)

.
– N Aψ :G
B ′ (A)−→GB (A) is a group homomorphism: ∀g ′1,g
′
2 ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

,
N Aψ
 
uA ◦εB ′

=uA ◦εB ′ ◦ψ= uA ◦εB ,
N Aψ
 
g ′1 ⋆B ′,A g
′
2

=mA ◦ (g
′
1⊗ g
′
2) ◦ÍB ′ ◦ψ=mA ◦
 
g ′1 ◦ψ⊗ g
′
2 ◦ψ

◦ÍB
=N Aψ
 
g ′1

⋆B,AN
A
ψ (g
′
2

.
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– N A
′
ψ ◦G
B
 
f

= GB
′ 
f

◦N Aψ for every f ∈ HomcdgA (|)
 
A,A′

: This is trivial, since
for all g ′ ∈HomcdgA (|)(B
′,A)we have
N A
′
ψ ◦G
B
 
f

(g ′) =
 
f ◦ g ′

◦ψ= f ◦
 
g ′ ◦ψ

=GB
′  
f

◦N Aψ (g
′).
Therefore Nψ ∈ Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

whenever ψ ∈ HomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

. Combined with the
Yoneda lemma, we conclude that Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

∼=HomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.5. If we have homotopy pairs
–
 
f (t ),σ(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(A,A
′);
–
 
g (t ),λ(t )

,
 
g1(t ),λ1(t )

and
 
g2(t ),λ2(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A);
–
 
ψ(t ),ξ(t )

onHomcdgH (|)(B ,B
′);
–
 
g ′(t ),λ′(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B
′,A).
Then we also have homotopy pairs
(a)
 
g1(t ) ⋆B,A g2(t ),λ1(t ) ⋆B,A g2(t ) + g1(t ) ⋆B,A λ2(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A);
(b)
 
g (t ) ◦ςB ,λ(t ) ◦ςB

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A);
(c)
 
f (t ) ◦ g (t ), f (t ) ◦λ(t ) +σ(t ) ◦ g (t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′);
(d)
 
g ′(t ) ◦ψ(t ),λ′(t ) ◦ψ(t ) + g ′(t ) ◦ξ(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
Proof. These can be checked by routine computations, which are omitted for the
sake of space. ⊓⊔
Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof (Theorem 3.1). After Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, we just need to check
few things to finish the proof.
1. We check that the groupGB (A) is well-defined for every cdg-algebra A.
– We have g1 ⋆B,A g2 ∼ g˜1 ⋆B,A g˜2 ∈ HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

whenever g1 ∼ g˜1,g2 ∼ g˜2 ∈
HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

: this follows from Lemma 3.5(a ).
– We have g −1 ∼ g˜ −1 ∈ HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

whenever g ∼ g˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

: this
follows from Lemma 3.5(b ).
Moreover, the homotopy type [g1 ⋆B,A g2] of g1 ⋆B,A g2 depends only on the homo-
topy types [g1], [g2]∈HomhocdgA (|)
 
B ,A

of g1, g2. Therefore the groupG
B (A) is well-
defined.
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2. We check that the homomorphism GB ([ f ]) : GB (A) → GB (A′) of groups is well-
defined for every [ f ] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′). Let f ∼ f˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) and g ∼
g˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A). Then, by Lemma 3.5(b ), we have f ◦ g ∼ f ◦ g˜ ∼ f˜ ◦ g ∼ f˜ ◦
g˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′) so that GB ([ f ])([g ]) = [ f ◦ g ] depends only on the homotopy
types [ f ] and [g ]. Therefore GB ([ f ]) is a well-defined group homomorphism. It is
obvious thatGB ([ f ]) is an isomorphismof groupswhenever f : A→ A′ is ahomotopy
equivalence of cdg-algebras.
3. We check that the natural transformation N[ψ] : G
B ′ =⇒GB : hocdgA (|)  Grp
is well-defined for every [ψ] ∈ HomhocdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

. Let ψ ∼ ψ˜ ∈ HomcdgH (|)(B ,B
′)
and g ′ ∼ g˜ ′ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B
′,A). Then, by Lemma 3.5(d ), we have g ′ ◦ψ ∼ g ′ ◦ ψ˜ ∼
g˜ ′ ◦ψ ∼ g˜ ′ ◦ ψ˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) so that N
A
[ψ]([g
′]) = [g ′ ◦ψ] for every cdg-algebra
A depends only on the homotopy types [ψ] and [g ′]. Therefore the natural transfor-
mationN[ψ] :G
B ′ =⇒GB is well-defined such thatN[ψ] ∈ Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

whenever
[ψ] ∈HomhocdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

. Combined with the Yoneda lemma, we have
Nat
 
GB
′
,GB

∼=HomhocdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

.
That is, the category of affine group dg-schemes over | is anti-equivalent to the ho-
motopy category hocdgH (|) of cdg-Hopf algebras over |. It is obvious that N A
[ψ] :
GB
′
(A) → GB (A) is an isomorphism of groups for every cdg-algebra A whenever
ψ : B → B ′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras. Therefore N[ψ] is a
natural isomorphism wheneverψ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras.
⊓⊔
3.2. G(|) action on the affine dg-scheme G` : hocdgA (|)  Set .
Fix an affine group dg-scheme G : hocdgA (|)   Grp over |. Note that the ground
field | is an initial object in hocdgA (|). Any cdg-algebra A = (A,uA ,mA,dA) comes
with the cdg-algebra map uA ∈ HomcdgA (|)
 
|,A

, which induces a canonical group
homomorphismG([uA ]) :G(|)→G(A).
Lemma 3.6. For every affine group dg-schemeG the underlying representable functor
G`=HomhocdgA (|)
 
B ,−

:hocdgA (|)  Set ,
isG(|)-set valued, such that for each cdg-algebra A, G`(A) is aG(|)-set with the action
r A :G(|)× G`(A)→ G`(A), defined by, for all [g ] ∈G(|) and [x ] ∈ G`(A),
r A
 
[g ], [x ]

:=GB
 
[uA ]

([g ]) ∗B,A [x ] = [g .x ], g .x = (uA ◦ g ) ⋆B,A x ,
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where g and x are representatives of [g ] and [x ], respectively, and for everymorphism
[ f ]∈HomhocdgA (|)
 
A,A′

the following diagram commutes:
G(|)× G`
 
A

IG(|)×G`([ f ])

r A // G`
 
A

G`([ f ])

G(|)× G`
 
A′
 r A′ // G` A′.
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 3.1, whose details are omitted. ⊓⊔
3.3. Functor TG : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|)
For each cdg-Hopf algebra B we construct a functor TGB : hocdgA (|)   Lie (|) to
the category Lie (|) of Lie algebras over |, so that we have a natural isomorphism
TGB ∼= TGB
′
of functorswheneverGB ∼=GB
′
.Moreover, the assignmentGB   TGB
for every cdg-Hopf algebra B is functorial – there is a functor T from the category of
affine group dg-schemes to the category of functors from hocdgA (|) to Lie (|).
For each cdg-algebra A, we define THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) as the set of all tangentialmor-
phisms of cdg-algebras about the identity eB,A := uA ◦εB :
THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) :=

υ ∈Hom(B ,A)0

dB,Aυ= 0
υ ◦uB = 0
υ ◦mB =mA ◦
 
eB,A ⊗υ+υ⊗ eB,A


 .
A homotopy pair on THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) is a pair of families 
υ(t ),σ(t )

∈Hom(B ,A)0[t ]⊕Hom(B ,A)−1[t ],
satisfying the homotopy flow equation
d
d t
υ(t ) = dB ,Aσ(t ) generated byσ(t ) subject
to the following conditions:
υ(0) ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
¨
σ(t ) ◦uB = 0
σ(t ) ◦mB =mA ◦
 
eB,A ⊗σ(t ) +σ(t )⊗ eB,A

.
Then, υ(t ) is a family of tangential morphisms of cdg-algebras about the identity.
We say υ, υ˜ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) are homotopic, υ∼ υ˜, or having the same homotopy
type, [υ] = [υ˜], if there is a homotopy flow connecting them. The set of homotopy
types of all tangential morphisms of cdg-algebras about the identity is denoted by
THomhocdgA (|)(B ,A).
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Theorem 3.2. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B we have a functor TGB : hocdgA (|)  
Lie (|), sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the Lie algebra
TGB (A) :=

THomhocdgA (|)(B ,A), [−,−]∗B,A

with the Lie bracket defined by, ∀[υ1], [υ2] ∈ THomhocdgA (|)(B ,A),
[υ1], [υ2]

∗B,A
:=

mA ◦ (υ1⊗υ2−υ2⊗υ1

◦ÍB

,
where υ1,υ2 ∈ THomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A

are arbitrary representatives of the homotopy
types [υ1], [υ2], respectively.
– eachmorphism [ f ] ∈HomhocdgA (|)
 
A,A′

to the morphism T GB
 
[ f ]

: T GB
 
A

→
T GB
 
A′

of Lie algebras defined by, ∀[υ] ∈ THomhocdgA (|)
 
B ,A

,
T GB ([ f ])
 
[υ]

:=

f ◦υ

,
where f and υ are arbitrary representatives of the homotopy types [ f ] and [υ], re-
spectively.
For every [ψ] ∈HomhocdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

we have a natural transformation
TN [ψ] : TG
B ′ =⇒ TGB : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|),
whose component TN A
[ψ] :TG
B ′ (A)→ TGB (A) at each cdg-algebra A is defined by, for
all [υ′] ∈ THomhocdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

,
TN A
[ψ]
 
[υ′]

:=

υ′ ◦ψ

,
where ψ ∈ HomcdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

and υ′ ∈ THomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A) are arbitrary representa-
tives of the homotopy types [ψ] and [υ′], respectively.
The natural transformation TN [ψ] : TG
B ′ =⇒ TGB is an isomorphism wheneverψ :
B → B ′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras.
The basic idea of proof is to define a functor TGB : cdgA (|)  Lie (|) from cdgA (|)
and show that TGB induces the functor TGB : hocdgA (|)   Lie (|) on hocdgA (|).
Our proof shall be a consequence of three lemmas, which will be stated without
proofs.
Lemma 3.7. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B we have a functorTGB : cdgA (|)  Lie (|),
sending each cdg-algebra A to the Lie algebra
TGB (A) :=

THomcdgA (|)(B ,A), [−,−]⋆B,A

,
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where [υ1,υ2]⋆B,A := υ1⋆B,Aυ2 −υ2⋆B,Aυ1 for all υ1,υ2 ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A), and each
morphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras to the Lie algebra homomorphism
TGB ( f ) : TGB (A)→ TGB (A′)
defined by TGB ( f )(υ) := f ◦υ for all υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
Lemma 3.8. For each morphism ψ : B → B ′ of cdg-Hopf algebras we have a natural
transformation TN ψ : TG
B ′ =⇒ TGB : cdgA (|)  Lie (|), whose component TN Aψ :
TGB
′
(A) =⇒ TGB (A) at each cdg-algebra A is defined by TN Aψ(υ
′) := υ′ ◦ψ for all
υ′ ∈ THomcdgA (|)
 
B ′,A

.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that we have following homotopy pairs:
–
 
υ(t ),σ(t )

,
 
υ1(t ),σ1(t )

and
 
υ2(t ),σ2(t )

on THomcdgA (|)(B ,A);
–
 
f (t ),λ(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(A,A
′);
–
 
ψ(t ),ξ(t )

onHomcdgH (|)(B ,B
′);
–
 
υ′(t ),σ′(t )

on THomcdgA (|)(B
′,A).
Then we have following homotopy pairs
(a)
  
υ1(t ),υ2(t )

⋆B,A
, [σ1(t ),υ2(t )]⋆B,A + [υ1(t ),σ2(t )]⋆B,A

on THomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
(b)

f (t ) ◦υ(t ), f (t ) ◦σ(t ) +λ(t ) ◦υ(t )

on THomcdgA (|)
 
B ,A′

.
(c)

υ′(t ) ◦ψ(t ),υ′(t ) ◦ξ(t ) +σ′(t ) ◦ψ(t )

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof (Theorem 3.2). From Lemmas 3.7, 3.9(a ) and 3.9(b ), it is trivial to check that
the Lie algebraT GB (A) is well-defined, andTGB ([ f ]) :TGB (A)→ TGB (A′) is awell-
definedLie algebra homomorphism. Therefore TGB is a functor from thehomotopy
category hocdgA (|) of cdg-algebras as claimed, where the functoriality of TGB is
obvious. It is also obvious that TGB ([ f ]) is an isomorphism of Lie algebraswhenever
f : A→ A′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-algebras.
From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9(c ), it is also trivial to check that the natural transforma-
tion TN [ψ] : TG
B ′ =⇒ TGB : hocdgA (|)   Lie (|) is well-defined for every [ψ] ∈
HomhocdgH (|)
 
B ,B ′

. Finally it is obvious that TN [ψ] is a natural isomorphism when-
everψ : B → B ′ is a homotopy equivalence of cdg-Hopf algebras. ⊓⊔
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Remind that the category of affine group dg-schemes is anti-equivalent to the ho-
motopy category hocdgH (|) of cdg-Hopf algebras—Theorem 3.1. Therefore, the as-
signmentsGB 7→ TGB andN[ψ] 7→ TN [ψ] define a contravariant functor T from the
category of affine group dg-schemes to the category of functors from hocdgA (|) to
Lie (|), where TN [ψ] is a natural isomorphism whenever N[ψ] is a natural isomor-
phism.
3.4. Reduction to affine group schemes
LetH (B ) be the cohomology of a cdg-Hopf algebra B . Then,H (B ) has a uniquely in-
duced structure of cdg-Hopf algebra with the zero-differential, since every structure
in B is compatible with the differential dB . In particular the 0-th cohomologyH
0(B )
is a commutative Hopf algebra. In this subsection, we compare the affine group dg-
schemeGB :hocdgA (|) Grp with the affine group schemeG H
0(B ) : cAlg (|) Grp
represented byH 0(B ), where cAlg (|) is the category of commutative algebras over |.
Note that cAlg (|) is a full subcategory of hocdgA (|).
The cochain complex (B ,dB ) is over a field | so that it splits. A choice of a splitting,
which is an χ ∈ Hom(B ,B )−1 satisfying dB = dB ◦χ ◦ dB , provides us with a strong
deformation retract:
 
H (B ), 0
 p --  
B ,dB

q
mm ,

q ◦p = IH (B ),
p ◦q = IB −dB ◦χ −χ ◦dB ,
where p and q are homotopy equivalences. We can always choose χ such that χ ◦
uB = 0. Then, H (B ) has a unique structure of Z-graded commutative Hopf algebra,
independent to the choice of splitting,with theunituH (B ), the counitεH (B ), the prod-
uctmH (B ), the coproduct ÍH (B ) and the antipode ςH (B ) defined as follows:
uH (B ) := q ◦uB ,
εH (B ) := εB ◦p ,
mH (B ) := q ◦mB ◦ (p ⊗p ),
ÍH (B ) := (q ⊗q ) ◦ÍB ◦p ,
ςH (B ) := q ◦ςB ◦p .
On the other hand the cochainmaps p :H (B )→ B and q : B →H (B ) aremorphisms
of cdg-Hopf algebras only up to homotopy; it may preserve unit and counit but is an
algebramaponly up to homotopy, coalgebramaponly uphomotopy and commutes
with antipodes only up to homotopy.
Let A is a commutative algebra. Note thatα ∈Hom(B ,A)0 is a zero-map on B k unless
k = 0 since the degree of A is concentrated to zero. We compare HomhocdgA (|)(B ,A)
withHomhocdgA (|)(H (B ),A) =HomcAlg (|)(H
0(B ),A). Consider g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A). It
is apparent that g induces a morphism of algebra H (g ) ∈ HomcAlg (|)(H
0(B ),A) and
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H (g˜ ) = H (g ), whenever g ∼ g˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A). However, we do not know if ev-
ery element of HomcAlg (|)
 
H 0(B ),A

is obtained in the above manner: for any a ∈
HomcAlg (|)
 
H 0(B ),A

we have α = a ◦ q ∈Hom(B ,A)0 such that H (α) = a , dB,Aα = 0,
α ◦ uB = uA , but α is an algebra map only up to homotopy since q0 : B
0 → H 0(B ) is
an algebra map only up to homotopy. Nevertheless, the following limited statement
is valid.
Lemma 3.10. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B whose degrees are concentrated to non-
negative integers, the groupGB (A) is isomorphic to the groupG H
0(B )(A) for every com-
mutative algebra A.
Proof. Due to the degree reason χ is the zero map on B 0, i.e, χ0 = 0. Therefore we
have q0◦p0 = IH 0(B ) and p0◦q0 = IB 0−χ1◦dB 0 , which imply that both p0 :H
0(B )→ B 0
and q0 : B
0→H 0(B ) are Hopf algebra maps. ⊓⊔
Corollary 3.1. For every cdg-Hopf algebra B with the degrees concentrated to non-
negative integers, the Lie algebra TGB (A) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra TGH
0(B )(A)
for every commutative algebra A.
3.5. Pro-unipotent affine group dg-schemes
We say an affine group dg-scheme GB pro-unipotent if the cdg-Hopf algebra B is
conilpotent. Then, we shall show that the underlying set-valued functors
G`
B
: hocdgA (|)  Set and `TG
B
: hocdgA (|)  Set
are naturally isomorphic. Thus we can recover the groupGB (A) from the Lie algebra
TGB (A) for every cdg-algebra A.
Consider a cdg-Hopf algebra B = (B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB ). Let B¯ := KerεB be the
kernel of the counit εB : B → |. Then we have the splitting B = | · uB (1)⊕ B¯ since
εB ◦uB = I|. Define the linear map Í¯B : B → B ⊗B such that, ∀x ∈ B ,
Í¯B (x ) :=ÍB (x )−uB (1)⊗ x − x ⊗uB (1).
From the properties of counit εB we have, ∀x ∈ B ,
(εB ⊗εB ) ◦ Í¯B (x ) :=ÍB
 
εB (x )

−1⊗εB (x )−εB (x )⊗1, εB
 
dB (x )

= dB
 
εB (x )

.
Therefore we have Í¯B
 
B¯

⊂ B¯⊗B¯ anddB
 
B¯

⊂ B¯ so that
 
B¯ , Í¯B ,dB

is a non-counital
dg-coalgebra.
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Consider the n-fold iterated reduced coproduct Í¯(n )B : B¯ → B¯
⊗n , n ≥ 1, generated by
Í¯B , where Í¯
(1)
B := IB and Í¯
(n+1)
B := (Í¯
(n )
B ⊗ IB ) ◦ Í¯B . Let B¯n ⊂ B¯ be the kernel of Í¯
(n+1)
B .
Then, we have the filtration
0= B¯0 ⊂ B¯1 ⊂ B¯2 ⊂ B¯3 ⊂ · · · ,
satisfying ÍB
 
B¯n

⊂
∑n
r=0 B¯r ⊗ B¯n−r and dB
 
B¯n )⊂ B¯n .
Definition 3.1. A cdg-Hopf algebra B is conilpotent if B¯ is the union ∪n≥0B¯n , i.e., for
any x ∈ B¯ there is some positive integer n such that Í¯
(n+1)
B (x ) = 0. An affine group
dg-schemeGB is pro-unipotent if the cdg-Hopf algebra B is conilpotent.
The notion of conilpotent cdg-Hopf algebras is the straightforward dg-version of
conilpotent commutative Hopf algebra [1].
We introduce some new notations. Let Í(n )B : B → B
⊗n , n ≥ 1, be the n-fold iterated
coproduct generated byÍB , whereÍ
(1)
B := IB andÍ
(n+1)
B :=
 
Í
(n )
B ⊗ IB

◦ÍB . LetÍ
(n )
B⊗B :
B ⊗ B → (B ⊗ B )⊗n , n ≥ 1, be the n-fold iterated coproduct generated by ÍB⊗B =
(IB ⊗τ⊗IB )◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ) : B ⊗B → (B ⊗B )
⊗2, whereÍ(1)B⊗B := IB⊗B andÍ
(n+1)
B⊗B :=
 
Í
(n )
B⊗B ⊗
IB⊗B

◦ÍB⊗B . Then it is trivial to show that, ∀n ≥ 1,
Í
(n )
B ◦mB =
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
(mB⊗ . . .⊗mB )◦Í
(n )
B⊗B . (3.2)
LetB bea conilpotent cdg-Hopf algebra,GB : hocdgA (|) Grp be thepro-unipotent
affine group dg-scheme represented by B and TGB : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|) be the as-
sociated Lie algebra valued functor. We shall show that one can recover GB from
TGB .
For the precise statement we need some notations. Let A = (A,uA ,mA,dA) be a cdg-
algebra andm (n )A : A
⊗n → A, n ≥ 1, be the n-fold iterated product generated bymA :
A ⊗ A → A such thatm (1)A := IA andm
(n+1)
A :=mA ◦ (m
(n )
A ⊗ IA) = m
(n )
A ◦ (IA⊗n−1 ⊗mA

.
Consider the underlying set-valued functors of the functorsGB and TGB :
G`
B
=HomhocdgA (|)(B ,−) : hocdgA (|)  Set ,
`TG
B
= THomhocdgA (|)(B ,−) : hocdgA (|)  Set .
Theorem 3.3. For every conilpotent cdg-Hopf algebra B we have a natural isomor-
phism `TG
B
exp
'/
G`
B
ln
hp of functors whose components `TG
B
(A)
expA
,,
G`
B
(A)
lnA
mm for
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each cdg-algebra A is given by
expA
 
[υ]

:= [uA ◦εB ]+
∞∑
n=1
1
n !

m
(n )
A ◦
 
υ⊗ . . .⊗υ

◦Í
(n )
B

,
lnA
 
[g ]

:=−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n

m
(n )
A ◦
 
g¯ ⊗ . . .⊗ g¯

◦Í
(n )
B

,
where g ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) and υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) are arbitrary representatives
of the homotopy types [g ] and [υ], respectively; and g¯ := g −uA ◦εB .
The above theorem implies that the affine group dg-scheme GB can be recovered
from the Lie algebra valued functor TGB by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf formula.
We divide the proof into pieces, and begin with two technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.11. For every cdg-algebra A we have
(a) α1 ⋆B,A · · · ⋆B,A αn =m
(n )
A ◦ (α1⊗ . . .⊗αn ) ◦Í
(n )
B , ∀α1, . . . ,αn ∈Hom(B ,A) and n ≥ 1;
(b) mA ◦m
(n )
A⊗A =m
(n )
A ◦
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
(mA⊗ . . .⊗mA) for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. Theproperty (a) is trivial forn = 1. It is the definition of the convolution prod-
uct ⋆B,A for n = 2 and the rest can be checked easily by an induction using the asso-
ciativity ofmA and the coassociativity ofÍB . Theproperty (b) is trivial forn = 1, since
m
(1)
A⊗A := IA⊗A andm
(1)
A := IA. For n = 2, fromm
(2)
A⊗A :=mA⊗A = (mA⊗mA )◦ (IA⊗τ⊗IA)
andm (2)A :=mA it becomes the identity
mA ◦ (mA ⊗mA) ◦ (IA ⊗τ⊗ IA) =mA ◦ (mA ⊗mA),
which is due to the commutativity of mA . The rest can be easily checked by an in-
duction. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.12. For everyβ ∈Hom(B ,A)0 satisfyingβ ◦uB = 0 and for all n ≥ 1, we have
m
(n )
A ◦ (β⊗ . . .⊗β ) ◦Í
(n )
B =m
(n )
A ◦ (β⊗ . . .⊗β ) ◦ Í¯
(n )
B .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the splitting B = | · uB (1)⊕ B¯ and the
identitym (n )A ◦(β⊗ . . .⊗β )◦Í
(n )
B ◦uB = 0 for alln ≥ 1, which follows from the properties
that Í(n )B ◦uB = (uB ⊗ . . .⊗uB ) ◦Í
(n )
|
and β ◦uB = 0. ⊓⊔
We introduce the main propositions for the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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Proposition 3.1. Wehavean isomorphism THomcdgA (|)(B ,A)
expA
..
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)
lnA
nn
for every cdg-algebra A, where ∀υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) and ∀g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)
expA(υ) :=uA ◦εB +
∞∑
n=1
1
n !
m
(n )
A ◦
 
υ⊗ . . .⊗υ

◦Í
(n )
B ,
lnA(g ) :=−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
m
(n )
A ◦
 
g¯⊗ . . .⊗g¯

◦Í
(n )
B
such that expA(υ)∼ expA(υ˜) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) whenever υ∼ υ˜ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
and lnA(g )∼ lnA(g˜ ) ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A)whenever g ∼ g˜ ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
Proof. We use some shorthand notations. We set e = uA ◦ εB . We also set ⋆ = ⋆B,A,
α⋆0 = e and α⋆n =
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
α⋆ . . .⋆α, n ≥ 1, for all α ∈ Hom(B ,A)0. Then, by Lemma 3.11(a),
we have
expA(υ) = e +
∞∑
n=1
1
n !
υ⋆n =
∞∑
n=0
1
n !
υ⋆n , lnA(g ) =−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
g¯ ⋆n . (3.3)
Remind that e ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A), i.e.,dB,Ae = 0, e ◦uB = uA and e ◦mB =mA ◦(e⊗e

.
1. We have to justify that the infinite sums in the definition of expA and lnA make
sense. Note the υ ◦ uB = 0 by definition. We also have g¯ ◦ uB = 0 since g ◦ uB = uA
and g¯ = g − e . Then, by Lemma 3.12 and the conilpotency of ÍB , both expA(υ) and
lnA(α) are finite sums.
2. We check that expA(υ) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) for every υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A):
dB,A expA(υ) = 0, expA(υ) ◦uB = uA , expA(υ) ◦mB =mA ◦
 
expA(υ)⊗expA(υ)

.
The 1st relation is trivial since dB,A is a derivation of ⋆ and dB,Ae = dB,Aυ = 0. The
2nd relation is also trivial since uA ◦ εB ◦ uB = uA while υ
⋆n ◦ uB = (υ ◦ uB )
⋆n = 0 for
all n ≥ 1.
It remains to check the 3rd relation, which is equivalent to the following relations;
∀n ≥ 0,
υ⋆n ◦mB =
n∑
k=0
n !
(n −k )!k !
mA ◦
 
υ⋆n−k⊗υ⋆k

. (3.4)
For n = 0 the above becomes e ◦mB =mA ◦ (e⊗e

, which is trivial.
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For caseswithn ≥ 1,weadoptanadditional notation.Remind that
 
B⊗B ,εB⊗B ,ÍB⊗B

is a Z-graded coassociative coalgebra and
 
A⊗A,uA⊗A ,mA⊗A

is a Z-graded super-
commutative associative algebra. Therefore we have a Z-graded associative alge-
bra
 
Hom(B ⊗ B ,A⊗A),e⊗e ,✫

, where χ1✫χ2 := mA⊗A ◦ (χ1⊗χ2) ◦ ÍB⊗B , ∀χ1,χ2 ∈
Hom(B ⊗B ,A⊗A). We also have, for all n ≥ 1 and χ1, . . . ,χn ∈Hom(B ⊗B ,A⊗A),
χ1✫ . . .✫χn =m
(n )
Ω⊗Ω ◦ (χ1⊗ . . .⊗χn ) ◦Í
(n )
C⊗C . (3.5)
For example, consider α1,α2,β1,β2 ∈ Hom(B ,A)
0 so that α1⊗α2,β1⊗β2 ∈ Hom(B ⊗
B ,A⊗A)0. Then we have (α1⊗β1)✫(α2⊗β2) =α1 ⋆α2⊗β1 ⋆β2.
It follows that (υ⊗e )✫(e⊗υ) = (e⊗υ)✫(υ⊗e ) since the both terms are υ⊗υ. We also
have (υ⊗e )✫n =υ⋆n⊗e and (e⊗υ)✫n = e⊗υ⋆n . Combined with the binomial identity,
we obtain that, ∀n ≥ 1,
(υ⊗e + e⊗υ)✫n =
n∑
k=0
n !
(n −k )!k !
 
υ⋆n−k⊗υ⋆k

.
Therefore the RHS of eq. (3.4) becomes
RHS :=mA ◦ (υ⊗e + e⊗υ)
✫n =mA ◦m
(n )
A⊗A ◦
 
υ⊗e + e⊗υ
⊗n
◦Í
(n )
B⊗B
=m
(n )
A ◦ (mA⊗ . . .⊗mA) ◦
 
υ⊗e + e⊗υ
⊗n
◦Í
(n )
B⊗B ,
(3.6)
where we use Lemma 3.11(b) for the last equality. Consider the LHS of eq. (3.4):
LHS :=υ⋆n ◦mB =m
(n )
A ◦ (υ⊗ . . .⊗υ) ◦Í
(n )
B ◦mB
=m
(n )
A ◦ (υ ◦mB⊗ . . .⊗υ ◦mB ) ◦Í
(n )
B⊗B
=m
(n )
A ◦ (mA⊗ . . .⊗mA) ◦
 
υ⊗e + e⊗υ
⊗n
◦Í
(n )
B⊗B ,
(3.7)
whereweuse eq. (3.2) for the 3rd equality and thepropertyυ◦mB =mA◦(υ⊗e+e⊗υ)
for the last equality. Therefore we have expA(υ) ◦mB =mA ◦
 
expA(υ)⊗expA(υ)

.
2. We check that lnA(g ) ∈THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) for every g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A):
dB,A lnA(g ) = 0, lnA(g ) ◦uB = 0, lnA(g ) ◦mB =mA ◦
 
lnA(g )⊗e + e⊗ lnA(g )

.
The 1st relation is obvious since dB,A(g¯ ) = dB,Ag −dB,Ae = 0 and dB,A is a derivation
of ⋆. The 2nd relation is also obvious since g¯ ⋆n ◦ uB =m
(n )
A ◦ (g¯ ◦ uB )
⊗n ◦Í
(n )
|
= 0 for
all n ≥ 1. Therefore it remains to check the 3rd relation.
Define ln✫A (χ ) :=−
∑∞
n=1
(−1)n
n
(χ − e⊗e )✫n for all χ ∈Hom(B⊗B ,A⊗A) satisfying χ ◦
(uB⊗uB ) = uA⊗uA . Then, we have
ln✫A (g⊗e ) =−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
(g⊗e − e⊗e )✫n =−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
(g¯⊗e )✫n = lnA(g )⊗e ,
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and, similarly, e⊗ lnA(g ) = ln
✫
A (g⊗e ). Therefore, we have
lnA(g )⊗e + e⊗ lnA(g ) = ln
✫
A (g⊗e ) + ln
✫
A (e⊗g ) = ln
✫
A
 
(g⊗e )✫(e⊗g )

= ln✫A (g⊗g ).
On the other hand, we have
g¯ ⋆n ◦mB =m
(n )
A ◦ g¯
⊗n ◦Í
(n )
B ◦mB
=m
(n )
A ◦
 
g¯ ◦mB⊗ . . .⊗g¯ ◦mB

◦Í
(n )
B⊗B
=m
(n )
A ◦ (mA ⊗ . . .⊗mA) ◦ (g⊗g − e⊗e )
⊗n ◦Í
(n )
B⊗B
=mA ◦m
(n )
A⊗A ◦ (g⊗g − e⊗e )
⊗n ◦Í
(n )
B⊗B
=mA ◦ (g⊗g − e⊗e )
✫n ,
where we have used eq. (3.2) for the 2nd equality, the condition g¯ ◦mB = g ◦mB −e ◦
mB =mA ◦ (g⊗g − e⊗e ) for the 3rd equality, Lemma 3.11(b) for the 4th equality, and
eq. (3.5) for the last equality. Therefore, we obtain that
lnA(g ) ◦mB =−
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
mA ◦ (g⊗g − e⊗e )
✫n =mA ◦ ln
✫
A (g⊗g )
=mA ◦

lnA(g )⊗e + e⊗ lnA(g )

.
3. It is obvious now that lnA
 
expA(υ)

=υ and expA
 
lnA(g )

= g . Hence (expA , lnA) is
an isomorphism.
4. Let υ ∼ υ˜ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A). Then we have a corresponding homotopy pair 
υ(t ),σ(t )

on THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) such that υ(0) =υ and υ(1) = υ˜. Let
g (t ) :=expA
 
υ(t )

,
λ(t ) :=
∞∑
n=1
n∑
j=1
1
n !
υ(t )⋆ j−1 ⋆σ(t ) ⋆υ(t )⋆n− j .
Then it is trivial to check that
 
g (t ),λ(t )

is a homotopy pair on HomcdgA (|)(B ,A), so
that expA(υ) = g (0)∼ g (1) = expA(υ˜) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
5. Let g ∼ g˜ ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) and
 
g (t ),λ(t )

be the corresponding homotopy pair
onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A) such that g (0) = g and g (1) = g˜ . Let
v (t ) := lnA
 
g (t )

,
σ(t ) :=−
∞∑
n=1
n∑
j=1
(−1)n
n
g¯ (t )⋆ j−1 ⋆λ(t ) ⋆ g¯ (t )⋆n− j .
Then it is trivial to check that
 
υ(t ),σ(t )

is a homotopy pair on THomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
so that lnA(g ) =υ(0)∼υ(1) = lnA(g˜ ) ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A). ⊓⊔
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Proposition 3.2. Let B be a conilpotent cdg-Hopf algebra. Then we have a natural
isomorphism `TG
B
exp
'/
G`
B
ln
hp : cdgA (|)  Set of functors on cdgA (|), whose com-
ponent at each cdg-algebra A is (expA , lnA) defined in Proposition 3.1.
Proof. Remind that `TG
B
= THomcdgA (|)(B ,−) and G`
B
=HomcdgA (|)(B ,−). In Propo-
sition 3.1, we have shown that `TG
B
(A)
expA
,,
G`
B
(A)
lnA
mm is an isomorphism for every
cdg-algebra A. It remains to check the naturalness of exp and ln that for every mor-
phism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras the following diagrams are commutative:
`TGB (A)
expA

`TG
B
( f )
// `TG
B
(A′)
expA′

G`
B
(A)
G`
B
( f )
// G`
B
(A′)
, G`
B
(A)
lnA

G`
B
( f )
// G`
B
(A′)
lnA′

`TG
B
(A)
`TG
B
( f )
// `TG
B
(A′)
.
That is, G`
B
( f ) ◦ expA = expA′ ◦ `TG
B
( f ) and `TG
B
( f ) ◦ lnA = lnA′ ◦G`
B
( f ). These are
straightforward since for every υ ∈ `TG
B
(A) we have
G`
B
( f )
 
expA(υ)

= f ◦ expA(υ) = f ◦uA ◦εB +
∞∑
n=1
1
n !
f ◦m
(n )
A ◦
 
υ⊗ . . .⊗υ

◦Í
(n )
B
= uA′ ◦εB +
∞∑
n=1
1
n !
m
(n )
A′ ◦
 
f ◦υ⊗ . . .⊗ f ◦υ

◦Í
(n )
B = expA′ ( f ◦υ)
= expA′

`TG
B
( f )(υ)

.
The naturalness of ln can be checked similarly. ⊓⊔
Now we can finish our proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof (Theorem 3.3).Wenote that the components `T G
B
(A)
expA
,,
G`
B
(A)
lnA
mm of exp and
ln at every cdg-algebra A are defined such that expA
 
[υ]

=

expA(υ)

and lnA
 
[g ]

=
lnA(g )

. Due to Proposition 3.1, they are well-defined, depending only on the ho-
motopy types of υ and g , and are isomorphisms for every cdg-algebra A.
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It remains to check the naturalness of exp and ln. For every [ f ] ∈HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′),
we show that the following diagrams commute
`TGB (A)
expA

`TG
B
([ f ])
// `TG
B
(A′)
expA′

G`
B
(A)
G`
B
([ f ])
// G`
B
(A′)
, G`
B
(A)
lnA

G`
B
([ f ])
// G`
B
(A′)
lnA′

`TG
B
(A)
`TG
B
([ f ])
// `TG
B
(A′)
.
We will only check the naturalness of exp, since the proof is similar in the case of ln.
Let f ∈ HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) be an arbitrary representative of [ f ]. Consider any [υ] ∈
THomhocdgA (|)(B ,A) and let υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) be an arbitrary representative of
[υ]. Then it is straightforward to check that the homotopy type [ f ◦ υ] of f ◦ υ ∈
THomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′) depends only on [ f ] and [υ]. From Proposition 3.2, it also fol-
low that the homotopy type

expA( f ◦υ)

of expA( f ◦υ) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′) depends
only on [ f ] and [υ′]. It is also obvious that the homotopy type

f ◦ expA(υ)

of f ◦
expA(υ) ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A
′) depends only on [ f ] and [υ]. Combined with the iden-
tity f ◦ expA(υ) = expA′( f ◦υ) in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we have
G`
B
([ f ])
 
expA([υ])

=

f ◦ expA(υ)

=

expA′ ( f ◦υ)

= expA

`TG
B
([ f ])([υ])

.
Hence exp : `T G
B
⇒ G`
B
: hocdgA (|)  Set is a natural isomorphism. ⊓⊔
4. Representations of an affine group dg-scheme
Throughout this section we fix a cdg-Hopf algebra B = (B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB ).
We define a linear representation of an affine group dg-scheme GB : hocdgA (|) 
Grp via a linear representation of the associated functor GB : cdgA (|) Grp on the
category cdgA (|) of cdg-algebras. Note thatGB is represented by B and inducesGB
on the homotopy category hocdgA (|).
The linear representations of GB form a dg-tensor category Rep (GB ), which is iso-
morphic to the dg-tensor category dgComod R (B ) of right dg-comodules over B .
Working with the linear representations of GB instead of the linear representations
ofGB will be a crucial step for a Tannakian reconstruction ofGB .
4.1. Preliminary
In this subsection, we introduce the dg-tensor category formed by free right dg-
modules over a cdg-algebra A = (A,uA ,mA,dA). We begin with the following basic
lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. For every pair (M ,N ) of cochain complexes we have an exact sequence of
cochain complexes
0 // Hom
 
M ,N ⊗A
 p
// Hom
 
M ⊗A,N ⊗A

q
ll
r // Hom
 
M ⊗A⊗A,N ⊗A

,
s
mm
where ∀αi+1 ∈Hom
 
M ⊗A⊗i ,N ⊗A

, i = 0,1,2,
p(α1) := (IN ⊗mA) ◦ (α1⊗ IA),
q(α2) :=α2 ◦ (IM ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
M ,
r(α2) :=α2 ◦ (IM ⊗mA)− (IN ⊗mA) ◦ (α2⊗ IA),
s(α3) :=α3 ◦ (IM ⊗uA ⊗ IA) ◦ 
−1
M .
(4.1)
such that
r ◦ p= 0, q ◦ p= IHom(M ,N⊗A), p ◦ q+ s ◦ r= IHom(M⊗A,N⊗A). (4.2)
A right dg-module over A is a tuple (M ,γM ), where M = (M ,dM ) is a cochain com-
plex and γM :M ⊗A→M is a cochain map, called the action, satisfying the axioms:
γM ◦ (IM ⊗mA) = γM ◦ (γM ⊗ IA) and γM ◦ (IM ⊗uA) = M that the following diagrams
commutes.
M ⊗A⊗A
IM⊗mA //
γM⊗IA

M ⊗A
γM

M ⊗A
γM
// M
M ⊗|
M
//
IM⊗uA

M
M ⊗A
γM
88qqqqqqqqqqq
For every cochain complexM we have a free right dg-module (M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA) over
A with the free action M ⊗A⊗A
IM⊗mA // M ⊗A .
We can form a dg-category dgMod
fr
R (A) of free right dg-modules over A whose set of
morphisms from (M⊗A,IM⊗mA) to (N⊗A,IN⊗mA) is HommA
 
M⊗A,N ⊗A

with the
differential dM⊗A,N⊗A , where HommA
 
M ⊗A,N ⊗A

denotes the set of |-linear maps
ϕ :M ⊗A→N ⊗Amaking the following diagram commutative:
M ⊗A⊗A
ϕ⊗IA

IM⊗mA // M ⊗A
ϕ

N ⊗A⊗A
IN ⊗mA
// N ⊗A
, i.e., ϕ ◦ (IM ⊗mA) = (IN ⊗mA) ◦ (ϕ⊗ IA)⇐⇒ r(ϕ) = 0.
Corollary 4.1. Wehaveabijection q : HommA (M ⊗A,N ⊗A)
//
Hom(M ,N ⊗A) : p.oo
Using Lemma 4.1, it is straightforward to check that dgMod
fr
R (A) is indeed a dg-
category.
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Lemma 4.2 (Definition). The dg-category dgMod
fr
R (A) is a dg-tensor category with
the following tensor structure.
1. The tensor product of free right dg-modules (M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA) and (M
′⊗A,IM ′⊗mA)
over A is
(M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA)⊗mA (M
′⊗A,IM ′ ⊗mA) := (M ⊗M
′⊗A,IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA).
The unit object for the tensor product is the free right dg-module (|⊗ A,I| ⊗mA)
over A
2. If ϕ ∈ HommA (M ⊗ A,N ⊗ A) and ϕ
′ ∈ HommA (M
′ ⊗ A,N ′ ⊗ A), then we have the
tensor product ϕ⊗mAϕ
′ ∈HommA
 
M ⊗M ′⊗A,N ⊗N ′⊗A

, where
ϕ⊗mA ϕ
′ := (IN⊗N ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IN ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
q(ϕ)⊗ϕ′

.
Equivalently,ϕ⊗mA ϕ
′ is determined by the following equality:
q(ϕ⊗mA ϕ
′) = (IN⊗N ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IN ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
q(ϕ)⊗ q(ϕ′)

.
3. dM⊗M ′⊗A,N⊗N ′⊗A
 
ϕ⊗mAϕ
′

= dM⊗A,N⊗Aϕ⊗mAϕ
′+ (−1)|ϕ|ϕ⊗mAdM ′⊗A,N ′⊗Aϕ
′.
Proof. Property 1 is obvious. For property 2, we can check that r(ϕ⊗mAϕ
′) = 0 when-
ever r(ϕ) = r(ϕ′) = 0. Property 3 can be checked by a straightforward computation.
⊓⊔
Lemma 4.3 (Definition).We have a tensor dg-functor ⊗A : CoCh (|)  dgMod
fr
R (A)
for every cdg-algebra A, sending
– each cochain complex M to the free right dg-module (M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA), and
– each |-linear map M
ψ
−→M ′ to the morphism
(M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA)
ψ⊗IA
// (M ′⊗A,IM ′ ⊗mA)
of right dg-modules over A.
Proof. Trivial.
For every cdg-algebra A, we have the following constructions.
1. Let EndmA(M ⊗ A) := HommA(M ⊗ A,M ⊗ A), which is the Z-graded vector space
of linear maps ϕ :M ⊗ A→M ⊗ A satisfying ϕ ◦ (IM ⊗mA) = (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (ϕ⊗ IA).
Then we have a dg-algebra
E
M (A) =
 
EndmA(M ⊗A),IM⊗A,◦,dM⊗A,M⊗A

. (4.3)
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2. Let Z0AutmA(M ⊗A) be the subset of EndmA(M ⊗A) consisting of every degree zero
element ϕ which has a composition inverse ϕ−1 and satisfies dM⊗A,M⊗Aϕ = 0.
Then we have a group
GℓM (A) :=
 
Z0AutmA(M ⊗A),IM⊗A ,◦

. (4.4)
3. LetH0AutmA(M ⊗A) be the set of cohomology classes of elements in Z
0AutmA(M ⊗
A). Recall that ϕ, ϕ˜ ∈ Z0AutmA(M ⊗A) belongs to the same cohomology class ϕ ∼
ϕ˜, i.e., [ϕ] = [ϕ˜] ∈H0AutmA(M ⊗A), if ϕ˜−ϕ = dM⊗A,M⊗Aλ for some λ ∈ EndmA(M ⊗
A)−1.We can check thatϕ1◦ϕ2 ∼ ϕ˜1◦ϕ˜2 ∈Z
0AutmA(M ⊗A)wheneverϕ1 ∼ ϕ˜1,ϕ2 ∼
ϕ˜2 ∈ Z
0AutmA(M ⊗ A), and the ϕ
−1 ∼ ϕ˜−1 ∈ Z0AutmA(M ⊗ A) whenever ϕ ∼ ϕ˜ ∈
Z0AutmA(M ⊗ A). Let [ϕ1] ⋄ [ϕ2] := [ϕ1 ◦ϕ2] and [ϕ]
−1 := [ϕ−1]. Then we have a
group
GlM (A) :=
 
H0AutmA(M ⊗A), [IM⊗A ],⋄

. (4.5)
The above three constructions are functorial as described in the forthcoming three
lemmas. We shall omit the proofs.
Lemma 4.4. For every cochain complexM we have a functorEM : cdgA (|)  dgA (|),
sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the dg-algebra EM (A) =
 
EndmA(M ⊗A),IM⊗A ,◦,dM⊗A,M⊗A

;
– each f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) to amorphism EM ( f ) :EM (A)→EM (A′) of dg-algebras
defined by, ∀ϕ ∈ EndmA(M ⊗A),
E
M ( f )(ϕ) :=p

(IM ⊗ f ) ◦ q(ϕ)

=
 
IM ⊗mA′

◦
 
IM ⊗ f ⊗ IA′

◦
 
q(ϕ)⊗ IA′

=
 
IM ⊗mA′

◦
 
IM ⊗ f ⊗ IA′

◦
 
ϕ ◦ (IM ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
M ⊗ IA′

.
(SeeEM ( f )(ϕ) : M ⊗A′
q(ϕ)⊗IA′ // M ⊗A⊗A′
IM⊗ f ⊗IA′ // M ⊗A′⊗A′
IM⊗mA′ // M ⊗A′. )
That is, we have EM ( f )(ϕ)∈ EndmA′(M ⊗A
′), and
(a) EM ( f )(IM⊗A) = IM⊗A ;
(b) EM ( f )
 
ϕ1 ◦ϕ2

=EM ( f )
 
ϕ1

◦EM ( f )
 
ϕ2

;
(c) EM ( f ) ◦dM⊗A,M⊗A = dM⊗A,M⊗A ◦E
M ( f );
(d) EM ( f ′) ◦EM ( f ) = EM ( f ′ ◦ f ) holds for another morphism f ′ : A′ → A′′ of cdg-
algebras.
Lemma 4.5. For every cochain complex M we have a functor GℓM : cdgA (|)  Grp ,
sending
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– each cdg-algebra A to the group GℓM (A) =
 
Z0AutmA(M ⊗A),IM⊗A,◦

;
– each f ∈ HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) to a homomorphism GℓM ( f ) : GℓM (A) → GℓM (A′) of
groups defined by GℓM ( f ) :=EM ( f ),
such that
(a) GℓM ( f˜ )(ϕ)∼GℓM ( f )(ϕ) ∈Z0AutmA′(M ⊗A
′) for allϕ ∈ Z0AutmA(M ⊗A)whenever
f ∼ f˜ ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′), and
(b) GℓM ( f )(ϕ˜) ∼ GℓM ( f )(ϕ) ∈ Z0AutmA′(M ⊗ A
′) for all f ∈ HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) when-
everϕ ∼ ϕ˜ ∈Z0AutmA(M ⊗A).
Lemma 4.6. For every cochain complexM wehavea functorGlM : hocdgA (|) Grp ,
sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the groupGlM (A) =
 
H0AutmA(M ⊗A), [IM⊗A],⋄

;
– each [ f ] ∈HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′) to a homomorphismGlM ([ f ]) :GlM (A)→GlM (A′)
of groups defined by, for all [ϕ]∈H0AutmA(M ⊗A),
GlM ([ f ])([ϕ]) :=

GℓM ( f )(ϕ)

,
where f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) and ϕ ∈ Z0AutmA(M ⊗A) are arbitrary representatives
of [ f ] and [ϕ], respectively.
As variants of the above three lemmas, we also have the following associated corol-
laries.
Remind that a dg-Lie algebra is both a cochain complex and a Z-graded Lie alge-
bra, whose differential is a derivation with respect to the bracket. For any dg-algebra
(A,uA ,mA,dA)wehaveadg-Lie algebra (A, [−,−]mA ,dA)where [x , y ]mA :=mA(x⊗y )−
(−1)|x ||y |mA(y ⊗ x ) for all x , y ∈ A. A morphism of dg-Lie algebras is simultaneously
a cochain map and a Lie algebra map.
Corollary 4.2. For every cochain complexM wehavea functorLM : cdgA (|)  dgL (|),
sending
– each cdg-algebra A to thedg-Lie algebraLM (A) :=
 
EndmA(M⊗A), [−,−]◦,dM⊗A,M⊗A

;
– each f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A′) to a morphism L
M ( f ) :LM (A)→LM (A′) of dg-Lie al-
gebra defined byLM ( f ) :=EM ( f ).
Corollary 4.3. For every cochain complex M we have a functor gℓM : cdgA (|)  
Lie (|), sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the Lie algebra gℓM (A) :=
 
Z0EndmA(M ⊗A), [−,−]◦

;
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– each f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) to amorphism gℓM ( f ) : gℓM (A)→ gℓM (A′) of Lie alge-
bras defined by gℓM ( f ) :=LM ( f ),
such that
(a) gℓM ( f˜ )(ϕ) ∼ gℓM ( f )(ϕ) ∈ Z0EndmA′(M ⊗ A
′) for all ϕ ∈ Z0EndmA(M ⊗ A) when-
ever f ∼ f˜ ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′), and
(b) gℓM ( f )(ϕ˜) ∼ gℓM ( f )(ϕ) ∈ Z0EndmA′(M ⊗ A
′) for all f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) when-
everϕ ∼ ϕ˜ ∈Z0EndmA(M ⊗A).
Corollary 4.4. For every cochain complex M we have a functor glM : hocdgA (|)  
Lie (|), sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the group glM (A) =
 
H0EndmA(M ⊗A), [−,−]⋄

;
– each [ f ] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′) to a morphism glM ([ f ]) : glM (A) → glM (A′) of Lie
algebras defined by glM ([ f ])([ϕ]) :=

gℓM ( f )(ϕ)

, for all [ϕ] ∈ H0EndmA(M ⊗ A),
where f ∈HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) andϕ ∈Z0EndmA(M ⊗A) are arbitrary representatives
of [ f ] and [ϕ], respectively.
4.2. Linear representations of affine group dg-scheme
We are ready to define a linear representation of the functor GB : cdgA (|)   Grp
represented by B .
Definition 4.1. A linear presentation of the functor GB : cdgA (|)   Grp is a pair 
M ,ρM

, where M is a cochain complex and ρM :GB ⇒GℓM : cdgA (|) Grp is a
natural transformation of the functors.
Remark 4.1. Since a linear representation ρM : GB ⇒ GℓM is a natural transforma-
tion of covariant functors,
– the component ρMA : G
B (A) → GℓM (A) of ρM at each cdg-algebra A is a homo-
morphism of groups, and
– the following diagram commutes for everymorphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras;
GB (A)
ρMA

GB ( f )
// GB (A′)
ρM
A′

GℓM (A)
GℓM ( f )
// GℓM (A′)
, i .e ., ρMA′ ◦G
B ( f ) =GℓM ( f ) ◦ρMA .
(4.6)
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Since GB is representable, the Yoneda lemma implies that a natural transformation
ρM :GB ⇒GℓM is completely determined by the universal element
ρMB (IB ) :M ⊗B →M ⊗B .
Indeed, the naturalness eq. (4.6) of ρM imposes that for every morphism B
g
−→ A of
cdg-algebras we have ρMA
 
g

=ρMA
 
GB (g )(IB )

=GℓM (g )
 
ρMB (IB )

. Explicitly, we ob-
tain that
ρMA
 
g

= p

(IM ⊗ g ) ◦ q
 
ρMB (IB )

⇐⇒ q

ρMA
 
g

= (IM ⊗ g ) ◦ q
 
ρMB (IB )

, (4.7)
where p and q are defined in Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.7. A linear representation ρM : GB ⇒ GℓM of GB induces a natural trans-
formation [ρ ]M : GB ⇒ GℓM : hocdgA (|)   Grp , whose component [ρ]MA at each
cdg-algebra A is the homomorphism [ρ ]MA : G
B (A) → GℓM (A) of groups defined by
[ρ]MA ([g ]) :=

ρMA (g )

∈ H0AutmA(M ⊗ A) for all [g ] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)(B ,A), where g ∈
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) is an arbitrary representative of [g ].
Proof. Let g ∼ g˜ ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A). Then we have a homotopy pair
 
g (t ),χ (t )

on
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) where g (t ) = g + dB,A
∫ t
0
χ (s )ds is a family of morphism of cdg-
algebras such that g (0) = g and g (1) = g˜ . From eq. (4.7) it is straightforward to check
that ρMA (g˜ ) ∼ ρ
M
A (g ) ∈ Z0AutmA(M ⊗ A), since both p and q are cochain maps and
ρMB (IB ) ∈ Z0AutmB(M ⊗B ). Therefore we have

ρMA (g˜ )

=

ρMA (g )

∈H0AutmA(M ⊗A),
so that [ρ]MA :G
B (A)→GℓM (A) is well-defined homomorphism of groups for every
A. The naturalness of [ρ ]MA , i.e., for every [ f ] ∈ HomhocdgA (|)(A,A
′) we have [ρ ]MA′ ◦
GB ([ f ]) =GℓM ([ f ])◦ [ρ]MA follows from the naturalness eq. (4.6) of ρ
M
A and the defi-
nitions of [ρ]MA ,G
B ([ f ]) andGℓM ([ f ]). ⊓⊔
Definition 4.2. A linear representation of an affine group dg-scheme GB is a pair 
M , [ρ]M

of cochain complex M and a natural transformation [ρ]M :GB ⇒GℓM ,
which is induced from a linear representation ρM :GB ⇒GℓM of GB .
Remark 4.2. Despite of the above definition wewill work with linear representations
of GB rather than those ofGB . Working with the dg-tensor category of linear repre-
sentations of GB will be a crucial step for our Tannakian reconstructions of both GB
andGB in the next section. The linear representations of GB shall form a dg-tensor
category Rep (GB ).We regardRep (GB ) as the dg-tensor category of "linear represen-
tations ofGB ".
Here are two basic examples of linear representations of GB .
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Example 4.1 (The trivial representation). The ground field | as a cochain complex
| = (|, 0) with zero differential defines the trivial representation
 
|,ρ|

, where the
componentρ|A ofρ
| :GB ⇒Gℓ| at every cdg-algebra A is the trivial homomorphism
ρ|A :G
B (A)→Gℓ|(A) of groups: ∀g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
ρ|A(g ) := I|⊗ IA : |⊗A→ |⊗A. (4.8)
Example 4.2 (The regular representation). Associated to the cdg-Hopf algebra B as a
cochain complex we have the regular representation
 
B ,ρB

, where the component
ρBA ofρ
B :GB ⇒GℓB at each cdg-algebra A is the homomorphismρBA :G
B (A)→GℓA
of groups defined by, ∀g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
ρBA (g ) =(IB ⊗mA) ◦ (IB ⊗ g ⊗ IA) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ IA) = p
 
(g ⊗ IA) ◦ÍB

B ⊗A
ÍB⊗IA // B ⊗B ⊗A
IB⊗g⊗IA
// B ⊗A⊗A
IB⊗mA // B ⊗A
(4.9)
We can check that
 
B ,ρB

is a linear representation as follows
– We have dM⊗A,M⊗Aρ
B
A (g ) = p
 
(dB,Ag ⊗ IA) ◦ÍB

= 0 for all g ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
since both p and ÍB are cochain maps;
– We have ρBA (uA ◦εB ) = (IB ⊗mA) ◦
 
IB ⊗ (uA ◦εB )⊗ IA

◦ (ÍB ⊗ IA) = IB⊗A.
– For all g1,g2 ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A):
ρBA
 
g1 ⋆B,A g2

:= (IB ⊗mA) ◦

IB ⊗
 
mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB

⊗ IA

◦ (ÍB ⊗ IA)
=(IB ⊗mA) ◦ (IB ⊗ g1⊗ IA) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IB ⊗mA) ◦ (IB ⊗ g2⊗ IA) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ IA)
=ρBA (g1) ◦ρ
B
A (g2)
The 2nd equality is due to coassociativity of ÍB and the associativity ofmA . ⊓⊔
Definition 4.3 (Lemma). The dg-tensor category

Rep
 
GB

,⊗,
 
|,ρ|

of linear rep-
resentations of GB is defined as follows.
(a) An object is a linear representation
 
M ,ρM

of GB .
(b) A morphism ψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of linear representations of GB is a lin-
ear map ψ :M →M ′ making the following diagram commutative for every cdg-
algebra A and every g ∈GB (A)
M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA

ρMA (g ) // M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA

M ′⊗A
ρM
′
A (g ) // M ′⊗A,
i.e., (ψ⊗ IA) ◦ρ
M
A (g ) =ρ
M ′
A (g ) ◦ (ψ⊗ IA).
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(c) The differential of a morphismψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of linear representations
is the morphism dM,M ′ψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of linear representations.
(d) The tensor product
 
M ,ρM

⊗
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of two objects is the linear representation
(M⊗M ′,ρM⊗M
′
), whereM⊗M ′ = (M⊗M ′,dM⊗M ′ ) is the tensor product of cochain
complexes and ρM⊗M
′
:GB ⇒ GℓM⊗M
′
is the natural transformation whose com-
ponentρM⊗M
′
A :G
B (A)→GℓM⊗M
′
(A) at each cdg-algebra A is the group homomor-
phism defined by, ∀g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
ρM⊗M
′
A (g ) :=ρ
M
A (g )⊗mAρ
M ′
A (g )
The unit object for the tensor product is the trivial representation (|,ρ|) in Exam-
ple 4.1.
Proof. Wecheck thatRep (GB ) is adg-categoryas follows. Letψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
be a morphism of linear representations. Then, for every cdg-algebra A we have
(ψ⊗ IA)◦ρ
M
A (g ) =ρ
M ′
A (g )◦ (ψ⊗ IA),
¨
dM⊗A ◦ρ
M
A (g ) =ρ
A
M (g ) ◦dM⊗A ,
dM ′⊗A ◦ρ
M ′
A (g ) =ρ
M ′
A (g ) ◦dM ′⊗A ,
(4.10)
where the 2nd set of relations is due to the conditions that ρMA (g ) ∈ Z
0AutmA (M ⊗A)
and ρM
′
A (g ) ∈ Z
0AutmA (M
′⊗A). Combining the relations in eq. (4.10) we can deduce
that
(dM,M ′ψ⊗ IA) ◦ρ
M
A (g ) =ρ
M ′
A (g ) ◦ (dM,M ′ψ⊗ IA).
Therefore dM,M ′ψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
is also a morphism of linear representa-
tions. It is obvious that dM,M ′ ◦dM,M ′ = 0. HenceHomRep (GB )
 
(M ,ρM ), (M ′,ρM
′
)

is a
cochain complexwith thedifferentialdM,M ′ . For anothermorphismψ
′ :
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
→ 
M ′′,ρM
′′
of linear representations, the composition ψ′ ◦ψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′′,ρM
′′ 
is also amorphism of linear representations andwe have dM,M ′′
 
ψ′◦ψ

= dM ′,M ′′ψ
′◦
ψ+(−1)|ψ
′|ψ′ ◦dM,M ′ψ. Moreover, one can easily check that the tensor product and
the unit object in (d ) endow Rep
 
GB

with a structure of dg-tensor category. ⊓⊔
Definition 4.4. A linear presentation of the functor TGB : cdgA (|)  Lie (|) is a pair 
M ,ǫM

, where M is a cochain complex and ǫM : TGB ⇒ gℓM : cdgA (|)  Lie (|) is a
natural transformation of the functors.
Wecan check that a linear representation εM : TGB ⇒ gℓM ofTGB induces a natural
transformation [ǫ]M : TGB ⇒ glM : hocdgA (|)  Lie (|), whose component [ǫ]MA at
each cdg-algebra A is thehomomorphism [ǫ]MA :TG
B (A)→ glM (A)of groupsdefined
by [ǫ]MA ([υ]) =

ǫMA (υ)

∈ H0EndmA(M ⊗ A) for all [υ] ∈ THomhocdgA (|)(B ,A), where
υ ∈ THomcdgA (|)(B ,A) is an arbitrary representative of [υ].
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Definition 4.5. A linear presentation of the functor TGB is a pair
 
M , [ǫ]M

, where
M is a cochain complex and [ǫ]M : TGB ⇒ glM is a natural transformation induced
from a linear representation ǫM :TGB ⇒ gℓM of TGB .
Remark 4.3. We can also form adg-tensor category of linear representations of TGB .
It is not difficult to show that thedg-tensor categories formedby linear presentations
of TGB and linear representations of GB are isomorphic if GB is pro-unipotent, or
equivalently, B is conilpotent.
4.3. The dg-tensor category of dg-comodules over a cdg-Hopf algebra
A rightdg-comodule over a cdg-Hopf algebraB is apair
 
M ,γM

of a cochain complex
M =
 
M ,dM

and a right coaction γM :M →M ⊗B , which is a cochain mapmaking
the following diagrams commutative:
M
 −1M ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
γM
// M ⊗B
IM⊗εB

M ⊗|
M
γM

γM
// M ⊗B
IM⊗ÍB

M ⊗B
γM⊗IB
// M ⊗B ⊗B .
That is, γM ∈Hom(M ,M ⊗B )0 and satisfies
γM ◦dM = dM⊗B ◦γ
M ,
¨
(γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M = (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M ,
(IM ⊗εB ) ◦γ
M =  −1M .
(4.11)
Example 4.3. Here are some standard examples.
1. The ground field | as a cochain complex (|, 0) is a right dg-comodule
 
|,γ|

over
B with the coaction γ| := ı−1B ◦uB : |
uB // B
ı−1B // |⊗B .
2. The cdg-Hopf algebra B as a cochain complex (B ,dB ) is a right dg-comodule 
B ,ÍB

over B with the coaction ÍB : B → B ⊗ B . Note that
 
B ,ÍB

is also a left
dg-comodule over B .
3. For every cochain complexM = (M ,dM )wehavea rightdg-comodule
 
M⊗B ,IM⊗
ÍB

with the coaction IM ⊗ÍB :M ⊗ B →M ⊗ B ⊗ B , called the cofree right dg-
comodule over B cogenerated byM .
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A morphism (M ,γM )
ψ
// (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B is a linear map
ψ :M →M ′ making the following diagram commutes:
M
ψ

γM
// M ⊗B
ψ⊗IB

M ′
γM
′
// M ′⊗B
, i.e., γM
′
◦ψ= (ψ⊗ IB )⊗γ
M . (4.12)
We can check that dM,M ′ψ :M →M
′ is a morphism of right dg-comodules over B
wheneverψ :M →M ′ is a morphism of right dg-comodules over B :
γM
′
◦ψ= (ψ⊗ IB )⊗γ
M =⇒ γM
′
◦dM,M ′ψ=
 
dM,M ′ψ⊗ IB

⊗γM .
The tensor product of right dg-comodules
 
M ,γM

and
 
N ,γN

over B is the right
dg-comodule
 
M ,γM

⊗mB
 
N ,γN

:=
 
M ⊗N ,γM⊗mBN

over B , whereM ⊗N = (M ⊗
N ,dM⊗N ) is the tensor product of the underlying cochain complexes and the coac-
tion γM⊗mBN :M ⊗N →M ⊗N ⊗B is defined by
γM⊗mBN := (IM ⊗ IN ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IN ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γN ),
M ⊗N
γM⊗γN
// M ⊗B ⊗N ⊗B
IM⊗τ⊗IB // M ⊗N ⊗B ⊗B
IM⊗IN ⊗mB// M ⊗N ⊗B .
Let (M ,γM )
ψ
// (M ′,γM
′
) and (N ,γN )
φ
// (N ′,γN
′
) be morphisms of right dg-
comodules over B . Then the linear map ψ⊗φ : M ⊗N → M ′ ⊗N ′ is a morphism
(M ⊗N ,γM⊗N )
ψ⊗φ
// (M ′⊗N ′,γM ′⊗N ′ ) of rightdg-comodulesoverB , andwehave
dM⊗N ,M ′⊗N ′
 
ψ⊗φ

= dM ,M ′ψ⊗φ+ (−1)
|ψ|ψ⊗dN ,N ′φ.
Definition 4.6 (Lemma). The right dg-comodules over B form a dg-tensor category
dgComod R (B ),⊗mB ,
 
|,γ|

.
Proof. Exercise. ⊓⊔
Consider the functor GB : cdgA (|) Grp represented by cdg-Hopf algebra B .
Theorem 4.1. The dg-categoryRep
 
GB

of linear representations ofGB is isomorphic
to the dg-category of dgComod R (B ) of right dg-comodules over B as dg-tensor cate-
gories. Explicitly, we have an isomorphism of dg-tensor categories
X :Rep
 
GB
 //0p /o /o
dgComod R (B ) : Ynn o/o/n.
defined as follows.
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– The functor X sends each linear representation
 
M ,ρM

to the right dg-comodule 
M , (γM

over B , where
(
γM :=q
 
ρMB (IB )

=ρMB (IB ) ◦ (IM ⊗uB ) ◦ 
−1
M :M →M ⊗B (4.13)
and eachmorphismψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of linear representations to themor-
phismψ :
 
M , (γM

→
 
M ′, (γM
′ 
of right dg-comodules over B .
– The functor Y sends each right dg-comodule
 
M ,γM

over B to the linear repre-
sentation
 
M , (ρM

, where the component
(
ρMA of
(
ρM at a cdg-algebra A is defined
by, ∀g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
(
ρMA (g ) :=p

(IM ⊗ g ) ◦γ
M

=(IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗ g ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA) :M ⊗A→M ⊗A,
(4.14)
and each morphism ψ :
 
M ,γM

→
 
M ′,γM
′
of right dg-comodules over B to the
morphismψ :
 
M ,
(
ρM

→
 
M ′,
(
ρM
′ 
of linear representations.
Proof. We need to check that both X and Y are dg-tensor functors and show that
they are inverse to each other.
1. We check that
 
M , (γM

= X
 
M ,ρM

is a right dg-comodule over B as follows.
From eq. (4.7) in Remark 4.1 and the definition eq. (4.13), we have the following re-
lation for every morphism g : B → A of cdg-algebras:
qˇ

ρMA
 
g

= (IM ⊗ g ) ◦
(
γM :M →M ⊗A. (4.15)
The component ρMA ofρ
M at every cdg-algebra A, by definition, is a morphism ρMA :
GB (A) → GℓM (A) of groups, i.e., for every pair of morphisms g1,g2 : B → A of cdg-
algebras, we have
ρMA
 
uA ◦εB

= IM⊗A , ρ
M
A
 
g1 ⋆B ,A g2

=ρMA (g1) ◦ρ
M
A (g2). (4.16)
– Applying q on the 1st equality of eq. (4.16) and using eq. (4.15), we have
(IM ⊗uA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ) ◦
(
γM = IM ⊗uA. (4.17)
By putting A = |, we obtain that (IM ⊗εB ) ◦
(
γM =  −1M .
– Applying q on the 2nd equality of eq. (4.16), we have
(IM ⊗mA)◦(IM ⊗ g1⊗ g2) ◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦
(
γM
= (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗ g1⊗ g2) ◦ (
(
γM ⊗ IB ) ◦
(
γM .
(4.18)
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Consider the cdg-algebra B ⊗B and the inclusion maps i1, i2 : B → B ⊗B
i1 := B
 −1B // B ⊗|
IM⊗uB // B ⊗B , i2 := B
ı−1B // |⊗B
uB⊗IB // B ⊗B ,
which are morphisms of cdg-algebras. We can check thatmB⊗B ◦ (i1 ⊗ i2) = IB⊗B
from an elementary calculation. By substituting A = B ⊗ B , g1 = i1 and g2 = i2 in
eq. (4.18) we obtain that (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦
(
γM = (
(
γM ⊗ IB ) ◦
(
γM .
– Finally we check that (γM :M →M ⊗B is a cochain map:
dM ,M⊗B
(
γM = dM ,M⊗B q
 
ρMB (IB )

= q
 
dM⊗B ,M⊗Bρ
M
B (IB )

= 0,
where we have used the facts that q is a cochain map defined in Lemma 4.1 and
ρMB (IB ) ∈ Z
0AutmB (M ⊗B ).
2.We show that X is a dg-tensor functor. Letψ :
 
M ,ρM

→
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
be amorphism
of representations ofGB . Then X (ψ) =ψ :
 
M , (γM

→
 
M ′, (γM
′ 
is amorphismof right
dg-comodules over B , since the following diagram commutes
M
(
γM
--
 −1M
//
ψ

M ⊗|
IM⊗uB
//
ψ⊗I|

M ⊗B
ρMB (IB )
//
ψ⊗IB

M ⊗B
ψ⊗IB

M ′
(
γM
′
11
 −1
M ′ // M ′ ⊗|
IM ′⊗uB // M ′⊗B
ρM
′
B (IB ) // M ′⊗B
.
Note that the very right square commutes sinceψ is a morphism of representations
and thecommutativityof theother squares areobvious. It is obvious that X (dM ,M ′ψ) =
dM ,M ′ψ = dM ,M ′
 
X (ψ)

. Therefore X is a dg-functor. The tensor property of X is
checked as follows:
– From Example 4.1 we have X
 
|,ρ|

=
 
|,γ|

.
– For two representations
 
M ,ρM

and
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
of GB , we have
γX (M ,ρ
M )⊗mB X (M
′,ρM
′
) = (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mB ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦
 
γX (M ,ρ
M )⊗γX (M
′,ρM
′
)

= γ
X

(M ,ρM )⊗(M ′,ρM
′
)

.
The 1st equality is from the definition of tensor product of right dg-comodules
over B , and the 2nd equality is from the definition of tensor products of rep-
resentations of GB . We conclude that X
 
M ,ρM

⊗
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
= X
 
M ,ρM

⊗mB
X
 
M ′,ρM
′ 
.
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3. We show that
 
M , (ρM

= Y
 
M ,γM

is a representation of GB as follows. We first
show that (ρMA :G
B (A)→GℓM (A) is a morphism of groups for every cdg-algebra A:
– We have
(
ρMA (uA ◦ εB ) = (IM ⊗mA) ◦
 
IM ⊗ (uA ◦ εB )⊗ IA

◦ (γM ⊗ IA) = IM⊗A where
we have used the counity ofmA and the property (IM ⊗εB ) ◦γ
M =  −1M .
– For all g1,g2 ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A):
(
ρMA
 
g1 ⋆B ,A g2

:= (IM ⊗mA) ◦

IM ⊗
 
mA ◦ (g1⊗ g2) ◦ÍB

⊗ IA

◦ (γM ⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗ g1⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗ g2⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=
(
ρMA (g1) ◦
(
ρMA (g2),
where the 2nd equality is due to associativity ofmA and the property (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦
γM = (γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M .
– We have dM⊗A,M⊗A
(
ρMA (g ) = p
 
(IM ⊗ dB ,Ag ) ◦ γ
M

= 0 for all g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),
since both p and γM are cochain maps.
Combining all the above, we conclude that
(
ρMA
 
g

∈ Z 0AutmA (M ⊗ A) for all g ∈
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) and
(
ρMA is a morphism of groups. We check the naturalness of
(
ρM
that for everymorphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebraswehave
(
ρ MA′ ◦G
B ( f ) =GℓM ( f )◦
(
ρMA
as follows: for all g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)we have
(
ρMA′
 
G
B ( f )(g )

=
(
ρMA′ ( f ◦ g ) = p

(IM ⊗ f ◦ g ) ◦γ
M

,
GℓM ( f )
 
ρMA (g )

=p

(IM ⊗ f ) ◦ q
 
ρMA (g )

= p

(IM ⊗ f ) ◦ q

p

(IM ⊗ g ) ◦γ
M

=p

(IM ⊗ f ) ◦ (IM ⊗ g ) ◦γ
M

= p

(IM ⊗ f ◦ g ) ◦γ
M

,
where we have used q ◦ p= IHom(M ,M⊗A).
4. We show that Y is a dg-tensor functor. Given a morphismψ :
 
M ,γM

→
 
M ′,γM
′
of right dg-comodules over B , Y (ψ) = ψ :
 
M , (ρM

→
 
M ′, (ρM
′ 
is a morphism of
representations, since the following diagram commutes for everymorphism g : B →
A of cdg-algebras:
M ⊗A
(
ρMA (g )
--
γM⊗IA
//
ψ⊗IA

M ⊗B ⊗A
IM⊗g⊗IA
//
ψ⊗IB⊗A

M ⊗A⊗A
IM⊗mA
//
ψ⊗IA⊗A

M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA

M ′⊗A
(
ρM
′
A (g )
11
γM
′
⊗IA
// M ′⊗B ⊗A
IM ′⊗g⊗IA // M ′⊗A⊗A
IM ′⊗mA // M ′⊗A
It is obvious that Y (dM ,M ′ψ) = dM ,M ′ψ = dM ,M ′
 
Y (ψ)

. Therefore Y is a dg-functor.
The tensor property of Y is checked as follows:
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– From Example 4.1, we have Y
 
|,γ|

=
 
|,ρ|

.
– Let
 
M ,γM

and
 
M ′,γM
′
be right dg-comodules over B , and g : B → A be a
morphism of cdg-algebras. Then by the definition of tensor product of represen-
tations, we have
q

ρ
Y (M ,γM )⊗Y (M ′,γM
′
)
A (g )

= (IM⊗M ′⊗mA) ◦ (IM⊗M ′⊗g ⊗g ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗IA) ◦
 
γM ⊗γM
′ 
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ g ) ◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mB ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
γM ⊗γM
′ 
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ g ) ◦γ
M⊗mB M
′
= q

ρ
Y (M⊗M ′ ,γM⊗mB M
′
)
A (g )

.
Thus we conclude that Y
  
M ,γM

⊗mB
 
M ′,γM
′ 
= Y (M ,γM )⊗ Y (M ′,γM
′
.
5. It is immediate from the constructions that X and Y are inverse to each other. ⊓⊔
In the dg-tensor category dgComod R (B ) ∼= Rep (G
B ), the structures of a cdg-Hopf
algebra B are reflected as the existance of certainmorphisms of right dg-comodules
over B . This phenomenawill make our Tannakian reconstruction possible. To begin
with, the following lemma reflects the cdg-bialgebra properties of B . Remind that
(B ,ÍB ) is a right dg-comodule over B .
Lemma 4.8. We have the following morphisms of right dg-comodules over B :
(a) The product mB : B ⊗B → B induces a morphism (B ⊗B ,γ
B⊗mB B )
mB
−→ (B ,ÍB ).
(b) The unit uB : |→ B induces a morphism (|,γ
|)
uB
−→ (B ,ÍB ).
(c) The coaction γM :M →M ⊗ B of each right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B induces
a morphism (M ,γM )
γM
−→ (M ⊗B ,IM ⊗ÍB ).
Proof. (a) follows from the property ofmB being a morphism of dg-coalgebras. In-
deed, we have (mB ⊗ IB ) ◦ γ
B⊗mB B = (mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ) = ÍB ◦mB .
(b) follows from the property of uB being a morphism of dg-coalgebras. Indeed, we
have (uB ⊗ IB ) ◦ γ
| = (uB ⊗ uB ) ◦Í| = ÍB ◦ uB . Finally, (c) follows from the coaction
axiom that γM satisfies. Indeed, we have (γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M = (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M . ⊓⊔
Now we examine the roles of the antipode ςB : B → B of B . Since the antipode is
an anti-morphism of dg-coalgebras, we have a right dg-comodule (B ∗,γB
∗
) over B
where B ∗ = B as a cochain complex but with the alternative coaction
γB
∗
:= τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB : B
∗→ B ∗⊗B .
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This is indeed a right B -comodule, since
(γB
∗
⊗ IB ) ◦γ
B ∗ =σ ◦ (τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IB ⊗ÍB ) ◦ÍB
=σ ◦ (τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ςB ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB
=σ ◦ (ÍB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB
= (IB ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
B ∗ .
Here,σ : B⊗3→ B⊗3 is the permutationσ(b1⊗b2⊗b3) := (−1)
|b1||b3|+|b2||b3|b3⊗b1⊗b2.
We used ςB being an anti-morphism of dg-coalgebras on the 3rd equality.
Using the unit uB : |→ B , every cochain complexM becomes a right dg-comodule
(M∗,γ
M∗ ) over B , whereM∗ =M as a cochain complex and with the coaction γ
M∗ :=
(IM ⊗uB ) ◦ 
−1
M :M∗→M∗⊗B .
Lemma 4.9. We have the following morphisms of right dg-comodules over B :
(a) The product mB : B ⊗B → B induces amorphism (B
∗⊗B ∗,γB
∗⊗mB B
∗
)
mB
−→ (B ∗,γB
∗
).
(b) The unit uB : |→ B induces a morphism uB : (|,γ
|)
uB
−→ (B ∗,γB
∗
);
(c) The coaction γM :M →M ⊗ B of each right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B induces
a morphism (M∗,γ
M∗ )
γM
−→ (M ⊗B ∗,γM⊗mB B
∗
).
Proof. Weshall see that (a) and (b) follows from theproperty of ςB being amorphism
of cdg-algebras, and (c) follows from the antipode axiom of ςB .
For (a), we check that (mB ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
B ∗⊗mB B
∗
= γB
∗
◦mB :
(mB ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
B ∗⊗mB B
∗
=(mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (τ⊗τ) ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB )
=(mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗ IB ⊗ςB ⊗ςB ) ◦σ
′ ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ),
γB
∗
◦mB =τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB ◦mB
=τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (mB ⊗mB ) ◦ (IB ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB )
=(IB ⊗ςB ) ◦ (mB ⊗mB ) ◦σ
′ ◦ (ÍB ⊗ÍB ),
where σ′ := (IB ⊗ τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (τ⊗ τ) : B
⊗4 → B⊗4. From the property mB ◦ (ςB ⊗ ςB ) =
ςB ◦mB , we have (mB ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
B ∗⊗mB B
∗
= γB
∗
◦mB .
For (b), we check that γB
∗
◦uB = (uB ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
|:
γB
∗
◦uB =τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB ◦uB = τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (uB ⊗uB ) ◦Í| = (uB ⊗uB ) ◦Í|
=(uB ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
|,
where we used the property ςB ◦uB = uB and the cocommutativity ofÍ|.
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For (c), we check that γM⊗mB B
∗
◦γM = (γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M∗ :
γM⊗mB B
∗
◦γM
:=(IM⊗B ⊗mB ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗γ
B ∗ ) ◦ (γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗mB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗ÍB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗mB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗ÍB ) ◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗mB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦
 
IM ⊗ (uB ◦εB )⊗ IB

◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗uB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M
=(IM ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗uB ⊗ IB ) ◦ (
−1
M ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M
=(γM ⊗ IB ) ◦ (IM ⊗uB ) ◦ 
−1
M
=(γM ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M∗ .
In the above, we used (γM ⊗IB )◦γ
M = (IM ⊗ÍB )◦γ
M on the 3rd and 6th equality, the
coassociativity ofÍB on the 4th equality and the antipode axiommB ◦(IB⊗ςB )◦ÍB =
uB ◦εB on the 5th equality. The rest equalities are straightforward. ⊓⊔
The existence of those morphisms of right dg-comodules over B in Lemma 4.8 and
Lemma4.9will play the crucial roles inourTannaka type reconstruction theorem.
5. Tannakian reconstruction theorem for affine group dg-schemes
Throughout this section we fix a cdg-Hopf algebra B = (B ,uB ,mB ,εB ,ÍB ,ςB ,dB ).
Let GB : cdgA (|)  Grp be the functor represented by the cdg-algebra B , which in-
duces the functor GB : hocdgA (|)  Grp represented by B on the homotopy cate-
gory hocdgA (|)—an affine group dg-scheme.
In Sect. 5.1,we consider the forgetful functorω : dgComod R (B ) CoCh (|) from the
dg-category of right dg-comodules over B to the dg-category of cochain complexes
over | and, out ofω, construct two functors
G
ω
⊗ : cdgA (|) Grp andG
ω
⊗ : hocdgA (|) Grp .
Then we shall establishes natural isomorphisms of functors Gω⊗
∼=GB andGω⊗
∼=GB ,
which is our reconstruction theorem of an affine group dg-scheme from the dg-
tensor category of linear representations.
In Sect. 5.2, we consider the dg-category dgComod R (B )f of finite dimensional right
dg-comodulesoverB , which is isomorphicasdg-tensor categories to thedg-category
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Rep (GB )f offinitedimensional linear representationsofG
B . Fromthe forgetful func-
torωf : dgComod R (B )f  CoCh (|)f to thedg-categoryoffinitedimensional cochain
complexes, we construct two functors
G
ω f
⊗ : cdgA (|) Grp andG
ω f
⊗ : hocdgA (|) Grp ,
and establishes natural isomorphisms of functors G
ωf
⊗
∼= GB andG
ωf
⊗
∼= GB , which
is our reconstruction theorem of an affine group dg-scheme from the dg-tensor cat-
egory of finite dimensional linear representations. Our proofs in Sect. 5.2 are based
on the reductions of the constructions in Sect. 5.1 to the finite dimensional cases,
using the fact that every right dg-comodule over B is a filtered colimit of its finite
dimensional subcomodules over B .
In Sect. 5.3, we give an independent proof of our 2nd reconstruction theorem stated
inSect. 5.2, using thedg-versionof rigidityof thedg-tensor categorydgComod R (B )f .
5.1. Reconstruction from the dg-category of linear representations
Consider the forgetful dg-functorω :dgComod R (B ) CoCh (|), which sends a right
dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B to its underlying cochain complexM , and amorphism
ψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B to its underlying |-linear map
ψ :M →M ′. Out ofω, we shall construct three functors Eω : cdgA (|)  dgA (|),Gω⊗ :
cdgA (|) Grp andGω⊗ : hocdgA (|) Grp in turns. Then we shall establish natural
isomorphismsEω ∼=EB ,Gω⊗
∼=GB andGω⊗
∼=GB , whichconstituteour reconstruction
theorem.
Note thatω is a dg-tensor functor, since it sends
– the unit object (|,γ|) to the unit object |;
– the tensor product (M ,γM )⊗mB (M
′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B to the ten-
sor productM ⊗M ′ of the underlying cochain complexes;
– the following isomorphisms 
(M ,γM )⊗mB (M
′,γM
′
)

⊗mB (M
′′,γM
′′
)∼= (M ,γM )⊗mB
 
(M ′,γM
′
)⊗mB (M
′′,γM
′′
)

,
(M ,γM )⊗mB (|,γ
|)∼= (M ,γM )∼= (|,γ|)⊗mB (M ,γ
M )
of right dg-comodules over B to the corresponding isomorphisms (M ⊗M ′) ⊗
M ′′ ∼=M ⊗(M ′⊗M ′′) andM ⊗|∼=M ∼= |⊗M of theunderlying cochain complexes.
In Lemma 4.3, we have defined a dg-tensor functor ⊗A : CoCh (|)  dgMod
fr
R (A) for
each cdg-algebra A. By composing it withω, we get a dg-tensor functor
ω⊗A :dgComod R (B ) CoCh (|)  dgMod
fr
R (A)
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sending
– a right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B to a free right dg-module (M ⊗ A,IM ⊗mA)
over A, and
– amorphismψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B to amorphism
ψ⊗ IA : (M ⊗A,IM ⊗mA)→ (M ′⊗A,IM ′ ⊗mA) of right dg-modules over A.
Let End(ω⊗A) := Nat(ω⊗A,ω⊗A) be the set of natural endomorphisms of the dg-
functor ω⊗A. We write an element in End(ω⊗A) as ηA , and denote η
M
A as its com-
ponent at a right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B . The component of ηA at the tensor
product (M ,γM )⊗mB (M
′,γM
′
) is denoted by η
M⊗mBM
′
A . Be aware that the component
of ηA at the cofree right dg-comodule (M ⊗ B ,IM ⊗ÍB ) over B is denoted by η
M⊗B
A .
We have the following structure of dg-algebra on End(ω⊗A):
E
ω(A) :=
 
End(ω⊗A),Iω⊗A ,◦,δA

(5.1)
where Iω⊗A is the identity natural transformation, ◦ is the composition and δA is the
differential given by (δAηA)
M := dM⊗A,M⊗Aη
M
A .
Lemma 5.1. We have a functor Eω : cdgA (|)  dgA (|), sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the dg-algebra Eω(A), and
– eachmorphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras to a morphism Eω( f ) :Eω(A)→Eω(A′)
of dg-algebras, where for eachηA ∈End(ω⊗A) the component ofE
ω( f )(ηA) at each
right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B is defined by
E
ω( f )(ηA)
M :=p

( f ⊗ IA′) ◦ q(η
M
A )

=(IM ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗ f ⊗ IA′) ◦
 
q(ηMA )⊗ IA′

=(IM ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗ f ⊗ IA′) ◦
 
ηMA ◦ (IM ⊗A) ◦ 
−1
M

⊗ IA′

.
Proof. We first show that Eω( f )(ηA) is an element in End(ω⊗A
′) of degree |ηA |. Let
ψ :
 
M ,γM

→
 
M ′,γM
′
be a morphism of right dg-comodules over B . Since ηA is a
natural transformation, the following diagram commutes:
M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA
//
ηMA 
M ′⊗A
ηM
′
A
M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA
// M ′⊗A
, i.e., (ψ⊗ IA) ◦η
M
A = (−1)
|ψ||ηA |ηM
′
A ◦ (ψ⊗ IA).
It follows that
(ψ⊗ IA′ ) ◦E
ω( f )(ηA)
M = (IM ′ ⊗mA′) ◦
 
(ψ⊗ f ) ◦ηMA ◦ (IM ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
M

⊗ IA

= (−1)|ψ||ηA |(IM ′ ⊗mA′ ) ◦
 
(IM ′ ⊗ f ) ◦η
M ′
A ◦ (ψ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
M

⊗ IA

= (−1)|ψ||ηA |Eω( f )(ηA)
M ′ ◦ (ψ⊗ IA).
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Therefore Eω( f )(ηA) is an element in End(ω⊗A
′)|ηA |. It remains to show that
– Eω( f ) is a morphism of dg-algebras;
– Eω(IA) = Iω⊗A;
– Eω( f ′ ◦ f ) =Eω( f ′) ◦Eω( f ) for another morphism f ′ : A′→ A′′ of cdg-algebras.
These are immediate from the analogous properties of EM for cochain complexes
M =ω(M ,γM ), as stated in Lemma 4.4. ⊓⊔
Later in this section we shall construct an isomorphism Eω ∼=EB : cdgA (|)  dgA (|)
of functors, where EB is the functor defined in Lemma 3.1.
Now we construct the functor Gω⊗ : cdgA (|) Grp , after some preparations.
Definition 5.1. We consider the following subsets of End(ω⊗A):
(a ) Z 0End(ω⊗A) consisting of every element ηA ∈End(ω⊗A)
0 satisfying δAηA = 0.
(b ) End⊗(ω⊗A) consisting of every elementηA ∈End(ω⊗A)
0 satisfying the conditions
η|A = I|⊗A , η
M⊗mBM
′
A =η
M
A ⊗mA η
M ′
A (5.2)
for all right dg-comodules (M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B .
(c ) Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) := Z
0End(ω⊗A)∩End⊗(ω⊗A).
Wesay an elementηA inEnd⊗(ω⊗A) a tensor natural transformation, andan element
ηA in Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) a dg-tensor natural transformation. We remind that
ηMA ⊗mA η
M ′
A = (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
q(ηMA )⊗η
M ′
A

. (5.3)
Lemma 5.2. If ηA ∈ End⊗(ω⊗A) then for right dg-comodules (M ,γ
M ) and (M ′,γM
′
)
over B , we have (δAηA)
M⊗mBM
′
= (δAηA)
M ⊗mA η
M ′
A +η
M
A ⊗mA (δAηA)
M ′ .
Proof. Since ηA is a tensor natural transformation, we have
(δAηA)
M⊗mBM
′
:= dM⊗M ′⊗A,M⊗M ′⊗Aη
M⊗mBM
′
A = dM⊗M ′⊗A,M⊗M ′⊗A

ηMA ⊗mAη
M ′
A

=
 
dM⊗A,M⊗Aη
M
A

⊗ηM
′
A + (−1)
|ηA |ηMA ⊗
 
dM ′⊗A,M ′⊗Aη
M ′
A

= (δAηA)
M ⊗mA η
M ′
A +η
M
A ⊗mA (δAηA)
M ′ .
⊓⊔
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Clearly, the set Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) is closed under composition and contains Iω⊗A. Thus
we have a monoid
G
ω
⊗ (A) :=
 
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A),Iω⊗A ,◦

(5.4)
for every cdg-algebra A. We shall show that this is actually a group. We begin with a
technical lemma.
Lemma 5.3. For every ηA ∈ End(ω⊗A), its component η
M⊗B
A at the cofree right dg-
comodule (M ⊗ B ,IM ⊗ÍB ) over B cogenerated by a cochain complex M is η
M⊗B
A =
IM ⊗η
B
A .
Proof. For each z ∈M , define a linear map fz : B →M ⊗ B of degree |z | by fz (b ) :=
z ⊗ b for all b ∈ B . Then fz : (B ,ÍB ) → (M ⊗ B ,IM ⊗ ÍB ) is a morphism of right
dg-comodules over B . Since ηA is a natural transformation, the following diagram
commutes
B ⊗A
fz⊗IA
//
ηBA 
M ⊗B ⊗A
ηM⊗BA
B ⊗A
fz⊗IA
// M ⊗B ⊗A
, i.e., ηM⊗BA ◦ ( fz ⊗ IA) = (−1)
|ηA ||z |( fz ⊗ IA) ◦η
B
A .
Then for every b ∈ B and a ∈ A, we have ηM⊗BA
 
z ⊗ b ⊗a

=ηM⊗BA ◦ ( fz ⊗ IA)
 
b ⊗a

=
(−1)|ηA ||z |( fz ⊗ IA) ◦ηBA
 
b ⊗ a

= (−1)|ηA ||z |z ⊗ηBA
 
b ⊗ a

= (IM ⊗η
B
A )
 
z ⊗ b ⊗ a

. Since
this equality holds for all a , b and z , we conclude that ηM⊗BA = IM ⊗η
B
A . ⊓⊔
Proposition 5.1. For every ηA ∈ End(ω⊗A) we have another natural transformation
ς(ηA) ∈End(ω⊗A), whose component ς(ηA)
M at each right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over
B is defined by
ς(ηA)
M :=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦
 
IM ⊗η
B ∗
A

◦ (γM ⊗ IA) :M ⊗A→M ⊗A,
such that ς(ηA) ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) whenever ηA ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A). The monoid G
ω
⊗ (A) = 
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A),Iω⊗A,◦

is actually a group, where the inverse of ηA ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A)
is ς(ηA).
Proof. 1. We first check that ς(ηA) ∈ End(ω⊗A) whenever ηA ∈ End(ω⊗A). For each
morphism ψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B the following dia-
gram commutes:
M⊗A
ς(ηA )
M
--
ψ⊗IA

γM⊗IA
// M⊗B⊗A
IM⊗η
B∗
A
//
ψ⊗IB⊗A

M⊗B⊗A
IM⊗εB⊗IA
//
ψ⊗IB⊗A

M⊗|⊗A
M⊗IA
//
ψ⊗I|⊗A

M⊗A
ψ⊗IA

M ′⊗A
ς(ηA )
M ′
11
γM
′
⊗IA
// M ′⊗B⊗A
IM ′⊗η
B∗
A // M ′⊗B⊗A
IM ′⊗εB⊗IA // M ′⊗|⊗A
M ′⊗IA // M ′⊗A.
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This shows that ς(ηA) ∈End(ω⊗A).
2. We check that ς(ηA) ∈ Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) whenever ηA ∈ Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A).
It is obvious that ς(ηA) is in Z
0End(ω⊗A) since for every right dg-comodule (M ,γM )
over B , all the maps M ⊗ IA, IM ⊗ εB ⊗ IA, IM ⊗η
B ∗
A and γ
M ⊗ IA are of degree 0 and
are in the kernels of differentials.
It remains to show that ς(ηA) ∈End⊗(ω⊗A), i.e., we have ς(ηA)
M⊗mBM
′
= ς(ηA)
M ⊗mA
ς(ηA)
M ′ for all right dg-comodules (M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B and ς(ηA)
| = I|⊗A .
From Lemma 4.9(a), the product mB : B ⊗ B → B of B is a morphism mB : (B
∗ ⊗
B ∗,γB
∗⊗mB B
∗
)→ (B ∗,γB
∗
) of right dg-comodules over B . Since ηA is a tensor natural
transformation, the following diagram commutes:
B ⊗B ⊗A
mB⊗IA //
η
B∗⊗mB B
∗
A =η
B∗
A ⊗mAη
B∗
A 
B ⊗A
ηB
∗
A
B ⊗B ⊗A
mB⊗IA // B ⊗A
i.e., (mB⊗IA)◦
 
ηB
∗
A ⊗mAη
B ∗
A

=ηB
∗
A ◦(mB⊗IA).
Using the above property we obtain that
ς(ηA)
M ⊗mA ς(ηA)
M ′ =(IM ⊗ M ′ ⊗ IA) ◦

IM⊗M ′ ⊗
 
(εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (mB ⊗ IA) ◦ (η
B ∗
A ⊗mA η
B ∗
A )

◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB⊗A) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗ M ′ ⊗ IA) ◦

IM⊗M ′ ⊗
 
(εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B ∗
A ◦ (mB ⊗ IA)

◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB⊗A) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗ M ′ ⊗ IA) ◦

IM⊗M ′ ⊗
 
(εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B ∗
A

◦ (γM⊗mBM
′
⊗ IA)
=ς(ηA)
M⊗mB M
′
.
From Lemma 4.9(b), the unit uB : | → B of B is also a morphism uB : (|,γ
|) →
(B ∗,γB
∗
) of right dg-comodules over B . Thus the following diagram also commutes:
|⊗A
uB⊗IA //
η|A=I|⊗A 
B ⊗A
ηB
∗
A
|⊗A
uB⊗IA // B ⊗A
i.e., ηB
∗
A ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) = uB ⊗ IA .
It follows that ς(ηA)
| = (εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B ∗
A ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) = (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) = I|⊗A .
Therefore we have shown that ς(ηA) ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A).
3. Finally, we show that ς(ηA) is the inverse of ηA . It suffices to show that ς(ηA) is the
right inverse of ηA—we have ηA ◦ ς(ηA) = Iω⊗A—since every monoid with all right
inverses is a group. Equivalently, we should have ηMA ◦ς(ηA)
M = IM⊗A for every right
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dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B . By the definition of ς(ηA)
M and eq. (5.3), we obtain
that
ηMA ◦ς(ηA)
M =p(q(ηMA )) ◦ς(ηA)
M = (IM ⊗mA) ◦
 
q(ηMA )⊗ IA

◦ς(ηA)
M
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦
 
ηMA ⊗mA η
B ∗
A

◦ (γM ⊗ IA).
(5.5)
We claim that  
ηMA ⊗mA η
B ∗
A

◦ (γM ⊗ IA) = (γ
M ⊗ IA) (5.6)
which immediately implies that ηMA ◦ ς(ηA)
M = IM⊗A since we have (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗
εB ⊗IA)◦ (γ
M ⊗IA) = IM⊗A by the counit property of coaction γ
M . It remains to check
the claim. Lemma 4.9(c) states that for each right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B , the
coactionγM is amorphismγM : (M∗,γ
M∗ )→ (M⊗B ∗,γM⊗mB B
∗
)of rightdg-comodules
overB . SinceηA is a tensornatural transformation, the followingdiagramcommutes
M ⊗A
γM⊗IA
//
η
M∗
A 
M ⊗B ⊗A
ηMA ⊗mAη
B∗
A
M ⊗A
γM⊗IA
// M ⊗B ⊗A
i.e.,
 
ηMA ⊗mA η
B ∗
A

◦ (γM ⊗ IA) = (γ
M ⊗ IA) ◦η
M∗
A .
Then the claimed identity eq. (5.6) amounts toηM∗A = IM⊗A. Indeed, by Lemma4.8(b)
and (c), the unit uB : (|,γ
|)→ (B ,mB ) and the coaction γ
M∗ : (M∗,γ
M∗ )→ (M ⊗B ,IM ⊗
ÍB ) are morphisms of right dg-comodules over B . Since ηA is a tensor natural trans-
formation, the following diagrams commute:
|⊗A
uB⊗IA //
η|A=I|⊗A 
B ⊗A
ηBA
|⊗A
uB⊗IA // B ⊗A
, M ⊗A
γM∗⊗IA
//
η
M∗
A 
M ⊗B ⊗A
ηM⊗BA =IM⊗η
B
A
M ⊗A
γM∗⊗IA
// M ⊗B ⊗A
.
Equality on the right diagram is due to Lemma 5.3. Therefore, we have
η
M∗
A =
 
M ◦ (IM ⊗εB ) ◦γ
M∗

⊗ IA

◦η
M∗
A
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M∗ ⊗ IA) ◦η
M∗
A
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (γ
M∗ ⊗ IA)
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦
 
IM ⊗η
B
A

◦ (IM ⊗uB ⊗ IA) ◦ (
−1
M ⊗ IA)
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗uB ⊗ IA) ◦ (
−1
M ⊗ IA) = IM⊗A .
This finish our proof that the monoid Gω⊗ (A) is actually a group. ⊓⊔
The following lemma shows that the above construction is functorial.
Proposition 5.2. We have a functor Gω⊗ : cdgA (|) Grp , sending
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– each cdg-algebra A to the group Gω⊗ (A), and
– eachmorphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras to amorphism Gω⊗ ( f ) :G
ω
⊗ (A)→G
ω
⊗ (A
′)
of groups defined by Gω⊗ ( f ) :=E
ω( f ).
Proof. In Proposition 5.2, we have already showed that Gω⊗ (A) is a group for every
A. To show that Gω⊗ ( f ) is a group homomorphism, it suffices to check that for every
morphism f : A→ A′ of cdg-algebras, we haveGω( f )(ηA) ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A
′)whenever
ηA ∈Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A), i.e.,
(1) Gω⊗ ( f )(ηA) ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A
′);
(2) Gω⊗ ( f )(ηA)
| = I|⊗A′ ;
(3) Gω⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M⊗mBM
′
= Gω⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ⊗mA′ G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ′ for all right dg-comodules
(M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B .
Then, Gω⊗ ( f ) = E
ω( f ) is a group homomorphism due to Lemma 5.1, which also im-
plies the functoriality of Gω⊗ ( f ).
Property (1) is obvious since Gω⊗ ( f ) is a cochain map. Property (2) follows from η
|
A =
I|⊗A and f ◦uA = uA′ , since we have
G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
| = (I|⊗mA′) ◦ (I|⊗ f ⊗ IA′) ◦ (η
|
A ⊗ IA′) ◦ (I|⊗uA ⊗ IA′) ◦ (Í|⊗ IA′ )
= (I|⊗mA′) ◦ (I|⊗uA′ ⊗ IA′) ◦ (Í| ⊗ IA′) = I|⊗A′ .
Note that Property (3) is equivalent to the condition
q

G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M⊗mB M
′

= q
 
G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ⊗mA′ G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ′

,
which can be checked as follows:
q
 
G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ⊗mA′ G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ′

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′) ◦

q
 
G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M

⊗ q
 
G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M ′

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′) ◦ (IM ⊗ f ⊗ IM ′ ⊗ f ) ◦
 
q(ηMA )⊗ q(η
M ′
A )

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f ) ◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
q(ηMA )⊗ q(η
M ′
A )

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f ) ◦ q

ηMA ⊗mA η
M ′
A

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f ) ◦ q

η
M⊗mB M
′
A

= q

G
ω
⊗ ( f )(ηA)
M⊗mBM
′

,
where we have used f ◦mA = mA′ ◦ ( f ⊗ f ) for the 3rd equality and η
M
A ⊗mA η
M ′
A =
η
M⊗mBM
′
A for the 5th equality. ⊓⊔
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Later in this section we shall construct an isomorphismGω⊗
∼=GB : cdgA (|)  dgA (|)
of functors, where GB is the functor represented by the cdg-Hopf algebra B as de-
fined in Lemma 3.2.
We remind that thegroupGB (A) for eachcdg-algebraA is the group formedby the set
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) ofmorphisms of cdg-algebras. We also remind that the functorG
B :
cdgA (|)  dgA (|) induces the functor GB : hocdgA (|)  dgA (|) on the homotopy
category hocdgA (|), whereGB (A) is the group formed by the setHomhocdgA (|)(B ,A)
of homotopy types of elements inHomcdgA (|)(B ,A). Likewise, we need to define ho-
motopy types of elements in Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A). Note that taking cohomology classes is
not compatible with the tensor condition eq. (5.2). Indeed, let ηA ∈ Z
0End⊗
 
ω⊗A)
and η˜A = ηA +δAλA for some λA ∈ End(ω⊗A) of degree −1. Then η˜A and ηA belong
to the same cohomology class but η˜A , in general, is not a tensor natural transforma-
tion.
Definition 5.2. A homotopy pair on Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) is a pair of one parameter fami-
lies
 
η(t )A ,λ(t )A

∈End(ω⊗A)0[t ]⊕End(ω⊗A)−1[t ], parametrized by the time variable
t with polynomial dependence, satisfying the homotopy flow equation
d
d t
η(t )A =
δAλ(t )A generated by η(t )A subject to the following conditions:
η(0)A ∈Z
0
End⊗(ω⊗A),
¨
λ(t )|A = 0,
λ(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A =λ(t )
M
A ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A +η(t )
M
A ⊗mA λ(t )
M ′
A .
Let
 
η(t )A ,λ(t )A

be ahomotopypair onZ 0End⊗(ω⊗A). It follows from thehomotopy
flow equation that η(t )A is uniquely determined by η(t )A = η(0)A + δA
∫ t
0
λ(s )Ads,
and we have δAη(t )A = 0 since δAη(0)A = 0. From the condition ηA(0)
| = I|⊗A and
λ(t )|A = 0, we have η
|
A(t ) = I|⊗A. Moreover, by applying Lemma 5.2, we can check
that
d
d t

η(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A −η(t )
M
A ⊗mAη(t )
M ′
A

=δA

λ(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A −λ(t )
M
A ⊗mAη(t )
M ′
A −η(t )
M
A ⊗mAλ(t )
M ′
A

= 0.
It follows that we have η(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A = η(t )
M
A ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A for all t since η(0)
M⊗mBM
′
A =
η(0)MA ⊗mA η(0)
M ′
A . Therefore η(t )A is a family of elements in Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A). Then,
we declare thatη(1)A is homotopic to η(0)A by the homotopy
∫ 1
0
λ(t )Ad t , and denote
η(0)A ∼η(1)A, which is clearly an equivalence relation. In other words, two elements
ηA and η˜A in the set Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) are homotopic if there is a homotopy flow con-
necting them (by the time 1 map). Then, we also say that ηA and η˜A have the same
homotopy type, and denote it as [ηA] = [η˜A].
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Let hoZ 0End⊗(ω⊗A) be the set of homotopy types of elements in Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A). It is
a routine check that η′A ◦ηA ∼ η˜
′
A ◦ η˜A ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) whenever η
′
A ∼ η˜
′
A ,ηA ∼ η˜A ∈
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A)and thehomotopy typeofη
′
A◦ηA dependsonlyon thehomotopy types
ofη′A andηA. Therefore we have awell-defined associative composition [η
′
A]⋄[ηA ] :=
[η′A ◦ηA]. This shows that we have a group
Gω⊗ (A) :=
 
hoZ 0End⊗(ω⊗A), [Iω⊗A],⋄

. (5.7)
The following lemma shows that this construction is functorial.
Proposition 5.3. We have a functorGω⊗ :hocdgA (|) Grp , sending
– each cdg-algebra A to the groupGω⊗ (A), and
– eachmorphism [ f ]∈HomhocdgA (|)
 
A,A′

to amorphismGω⊗ ([ f ]) :G
ω
⊗ (A)→G
ω
⊗ (A
′)
of groups defined byGω⊗ ([ f ])
 
[ηA]

:=

Gω⊗ ( f )
 
ηA

for all [ηA] ∈ hoZ
0End⊗(M ⊗A),
where f ∈HomcdgA (|)
 
A,A′

andηA ∈Z
0End⊗(M ⊗A) are arbitrary representatives
of [ f ] and [ηA], respectively.
Proof. All we need to show is that Gω⊗ ( f )
 
ηA

∼ Gω⊗ ( f˜ )
 
η˜A

in Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A
′) when-
ever f ∼ f˜ in HomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) and ηA ∼ η˜A in Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A). It suffices to show
the following statement: Let
 
f (t ), s (t )

be a homotopy pair onHomcdgA (|)(A,A
′) and 
η(t )A ,λ(t )A

be a homotopy pair on Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A). Then the pair
ν(t )A′ :=E
ω
 
f (t )
 
η(t )A

, χ (t )A′ :=E
ω
 
f (t )
 
λ(t )A

+Eω
 
s (t )
 
η(t )A

is a homotopy pair on Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A
′), i.e.,
(1) dd t ν(t )A′ =δA′χ (t )A′ ;
(2) ν(0)A ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A
′);
(3) χ (t )|A′ = 0;
(4) χ (t )
M⊗mBM
′
A′ =χ (t )
M
A′⊗mA′ν(t )
M ′
A′ +ν(t )
M
A′⊗mA′χ (t )
M ′
A′ holds for all rightdg-comodules
(M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B .
For property (1), let (M ,γM ) be a right dg-comodule over B . Then we have
d
d t
ν(t )MA′ =
d
d t
p
 
IM ⊗ f (t )

◦ q
 
η(t )MA

=p
 
IM ⊗dA,A′s (t )

◦ q
 
η(t )MA

+
 
IM ⊗ f (t )

◦ q
 
(δAλ(t )A)
M

=
 
δA′χ (t )A′
M
,
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where we used dA,A′ f (t ) = 0 and (δAη(t )A)
M = 0 on the 3rd equality. Property (2)
is obvious since η(0)A is in Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) and f (0) : A → A
′ is a morphism of cdg-
algebras. Property (3) follows from λ(t )|A = 0, η(t )
|
A = I|⊗A and s (t ) ◦uA = 0, since we
have
χ (t )|A′ =p
 
I|⊗ f (t )

◦ q
 
λ(t )|A

+
 
I|⊗ s (t )

◦ q
 
η(t )|A

= p
 
I|⊗ s (t )

◦ (I|⊗uA) ◦Í|

=0.
Note that Property (4) is equivalent to the condition
q

χ (t )
M⊗mBM
′
A′

= q

χ (t )MA′ ⊗mA′ ν(t )
M ′
A′ +ν(t )
M
A′ ⊗mA′ χ (t )
M ′
A′

, (5.8)
which can be checked as follows. We consider the 1st term in the RHS of eq. (5.8):
q

χ (t )MA′ ⊗mA′ ν(t )
M ′
A′

=(IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′ ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′) ◦

q
 
χ (t )MA′

⊗ q
 
ν(t )M
′
A′

=(IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′ ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′)
◦
 
IM ⊗ s (t )⊗ IM ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦

q
 
η(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

+(IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′ ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′)
◦
 
IM ⊗ f (t )⊗ IM ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦

q
 
λ(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

.
Combining with the similar calculation for the 2nd term in the RHS of eq. (5.8), we
obtain that
q

χ (t )MA′ ⊗mA′ ν(t )
M ′
A′ +ν(t )
M
A′ ⊗mA′ χ (t )
M ′
A′

=(IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′)
◦
 
IM ⊗ s (t )⊗ IM ′ ⊗ f (t ) + IM ⊗ f (t )⊗ IM ′ ⊗ s (t )

◦

q
 
η(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

+(IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA′) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA′)
◦
 
IM ⊗ f (t )⊗ IM ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦

q
 
λ(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

+ q
 
η(t )MA

⊗ q
 
λ(t )M
′
A

=
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ s (t )

◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦

q
 
η(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

+
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA)
◦

q
 
λ(t )MA

⊗ q
 
η(t )M
′
A

+ q
 
η(t )MA

⊗ q
 
λ(t )M
′
A

=
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ s (t )

◦ q
 
η(t )MA ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A

+
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦ q
 
λ(t )MA ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A +η(t )
M
A ⊗mA λ(t )
M ′
A

=
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ s (t )

◦ q
 
η(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A

+
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗ f (t )

◦ q
 
λ(t )
M⊗mB M
′
A

=q
 
χ (t )
M⊗mBM
′
A′

.
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In the above, we used f (t ) ◦mA = mA′ ◦
 
f (t )⊗ f (t )

and s (t ) ◦mA = mA′ ◦
 
f (t )⊗
s (t ) + s (t )⊗ f (t )

on the 2nd equality, and used η(t )MA ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A = η(t )
M⊗mBM
′
A and
λ(t )MA ⊗mA η(t )
M ′
A +η(t )
M
A ⊗mA λ(t )
M ′
A =λ(t )
M⊗mB M
′
A on the 4th equality. ⊓⊔
Now we are ready to state the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 5.1. We have a natural isomorphism of functors
Gω⊗
∼=GB :hocdgA (|) Grp .
Equivalently, the functorGω⊗ is representable and is represented by the cdg-Hopf al-
gebra B .
The remaining part of this subsection is devoted to the proof of the above theorem,
which is divided into several pieces.
Proposition 5.4. We have natural isomorphisms of functors
E
ω ∼=EB : cdgA (|)  dgA (|), Gω⊗
∼=GB : cdgA (|) Grp .
In particular, the functorGω⊗ is representable and is represented by the cdg-Hopf alge-
bra B .
The proof of this proposition is based on the forthcoming two lemmas. Remind that
in Lemma 3.1, we defined the dg-algebra EB (A) =
 
Hom(B ,A),uA ◦ εB ,⋆B ,A,dB ,A

for
every cdg-algebra A.
Lemma 5.4. Wehave an isomorphism
(
ηA :E
B (A)
..
Eω(A) :
(
g Amm of dg-algebras for
every cdg-algebra A, where
– for eachα∈Hom(B ,A), the component of
(
ηA(α) ∈End(ω⊗A)ata rightdg-comodule
(M ,γM ) over B is defined by
(
ηA(α)
M :=p
 
(IM ⊗α) ◦γ
M

= (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗α⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA).
– for each ηA ∈End(ω⊗A), the linear map
(
g A(ηA) ∈Hom(B ,A) is defined by
(
g A(ηA) :=ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ q(η
B
A ) = ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B
A ◦ (IB ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
B .
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Proof. The map
(
g A is well-defined, since
(
g A(ηA) is obviously a |-linear map. The
map
(
ηA is also well-defined. This is because for every morphism ψ : (M ,γ
M ) →
(M ′,γM
′
)of rightdg-comodulesoverB , wehave the followingcommutativediagram:
M ⊗A
(
ηA (α)
M
--
ψ⊗IA

γM⊗IA
// M ⊗B ⊗A
IM⊗α⊗IA
//
ψ⊗IB⊗A

M ⊗A⊗A
IM⊗mA
//
ψ⊗IA⊗A

M ⊗A
ψ⊗IA

M ′⊗A
(
ηA (α)
M ′
11
γM
′
⊗IA
// M ′⊗B ⊗A
IM ′⊗α⊗IA // M ′⊗A⊗A
IM ′⊗mA // M ′⊗A
.
This shows that
(
ηA(α) is a natural transformation.
Next, we check that
(
g A and
(
ηA are inverse to each other.
–
(
g A
 
(
ηA(α)

=α holds for all α ∈Hom(B ,A):
(
g A
 
(
ηA(α)

= ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ q
 
(
ηA(α)
B

= ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IB ⊗α) ◦ÍB =α.
–
(
ηA
  (
g A(ηA)

=ηA holds for allηA ∈End(ω⊗A): Let (M ,γ
M ) be a right dg-comodule
over B . Lemma 4.8(a) states that γM :
 
Ω⊗M ,mΩ⊗IM

→
 
M ,γM

is amorphism
of right dg-modules over B . Since ηA is a natural transformation, the following
diagram commutes
M ⊗A
γM⊗IA
//
ηMA
M ⊗B ⊗A
ηM⊗BA =IM⊗η
B
A
M ⊗A
γM⊗IA
// M ⊗B ⊗A
i.e., (γM ⊗ IA) ◦η
M
A = (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA).
The equality on the diagram is due to Lemma 5.3. Thus we have
(
ηA
  (
g A(ηA)
M
=(IM ⊗mA) ◦

IM ⊗
 
ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ q(η
B
A )

⊗ IA

◦ (γM ⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦
 
IM ⊗ p(q(η
B
A ))

◦ (γM ⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA) ◦η
M
A =η
M
A .
We are left to show that
(
ηA and
(
g A are morphisms of dg-algebras. Since they are
inverse toeachother, it suffices to show that
(
ηA is amorphismofdg-algebras.Clearly,
(
ηA is a |-linear map of degree 0. Let (M ,γ
M ) be a right dg-comodule over B .
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–
(
ηA is a cochain map, i.e. δA ◦
(
ηA =
(
ηA ◦dB ,A: For ∀α ∈Hom(B ,A),
δA
 
(
ηA(α)
M
= dM⊗A,M⊗A
 
(IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗α⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)

= (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗dB ,Aα⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=
(
ηA(dB ,Aα)
M .
–
(
ηA sends the identity to the identity, i.e.
(
ηA(uA ◦εB ) = Iω⊗A:
(
ηA(uA ◦εB )
M := (IM ⊗mA) ◦
 
IM ⊗ (uA ◦εB )⊗ IA

◦ (γM ⊗ IA) = IM⊗A .
–
(
ηA preserves the binary operations, i.e.
(
ηA(α1 ⋆B ,A α2) =
(
ηA(α1) ◦
(
ηA(α2) for all
α1,α2 ∈Hom(B ,A):
(
ηA(α1 ⋆B ,A α2)
M := (IM ⊗mA) ◦
 
IM ⊗ (mA ◦ (α1⊗α2) ◦ÍB )⊗ IA

◦ (γM ⊗ IA)
=(IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗α1⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗α2⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=
(
ηA(α1)
M ◦
(
ηA(α2)
M .
We used the associativity ofmA and the coaction axiomof γ
M on the 2nd equality.
⊓⊔
In Lemma 3.2, we showed that GB (A) =
 
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A),uA ◦εB ,⋆B ,A

is a group for
every cdg-algebra A. The inverse of g ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) is given by g
−1 := g ◦ ςB .
Remind thatHomcdgA (|)(B ,A) is the subset of Hom(B ,A) consisting of morphisms of
cdg-algebras:
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) =
¦
g ∈Hom(B ,A)0
dB ,Ag = 0, g ◦mB =mA ◦ (g ⊗ g ), g ◦uB = uA©.
Lemma 5.5. For every cdg-algebra A, the isomorphism in Lemma5.4 gives an isomor-
phism
(
ηA :G
B (A)
..
Gω⊗ (A) :
(
g Amm of groups.
Proof. It suffices to check that
(
g A
 
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A)

is contained in HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)
and
(
ηA
 
HomcdgA (|)(B ,A)

is contained in Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A).
1. For every ηA ∈ Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) we have
(
g A(ηA) ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
–
(
g A(ηA) is of degree 0 and dB ,A
(
g A(ηA) = 0: This is immediate since ηA is of degree
0 with dAηA = 0, and
(
g A is a cochain map by Lemma 5.4.
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–
(
g A(ηA)◦uB = uA : Lemma4.8(b) states that the unit uB : (|,γ
|)→ (B ,ÍB ) is amor-
phism of right dg-comodules over B . Since ηA is a tensor natural transformation,
the following diagram commutes:
|⊗A
uB⊗IA //
η|A=I|⊗A

B ⊗A
ηBA

|⊗A
uB⊗IA // B ⊗A,
i.e., ηBA ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) = (uB ⊗ IA).
Therefore we have
(
g A(ηA) ◦uB = ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B
A ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) ◦ (I|⊗uA) ◦Í|
= ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (uB ⊗ IA) ◦ (I|⊗uA) ◦Í| = uA .
–
(
g A(ηA) ◦mB =mA ◦
  (
g A(ηA)⊗
(
g A(ηA)

: Lemma 4.8(c) states that the productmB :
(B ⊗B ,γB⊗mB B )→ (B ,ÍB ) is a morphism of right dg-comodules over B . Since ηA
is a tensor natural transformation, the following diagram commutes:
B ⊗B ⊗A
mB⊗IA //
η
B⊗mB B
A =η
B
A⊗mAη
B
A

B ⊗A
ηBA

B ⊗B ⊗A
mB⊗IA // B ⊗A,
i.e., (mB⊗IA)◦(η
B
A⊗mAη
B
A ) =η
B
A◦(mB⊗IA).
Therefore we obtain that
(
g A(ηA) ◦mB = ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦η
B
A ◦ (mB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IB⊗B ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
B⊗B
= ıA ◦ (εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (mB ⊗ IA) ◦ (η
B
A ⊗mA η
B
A ) ◦ (IB⊗B ⊗uA) ◦ 
−1
B⊗B
=mA ◦
  (
g A(ηA)⊗
(
g A(ηA)

.
2. For every g ∈HomcdgA (|)(B ,A), we have
(
ηA(g ) ∈Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A).
–
(
ηA(g ) is of degree 0 and satisfies δA
(
ηA(g ) = 0: This is immediate, since g is of
degree 0 with dB ,Ag = 0, and
(
ηA is a cochain map.
–
(
ηA(g )
| = I|⊗A : Using g ◦uB = uA , we have
(
ηA(g )
| = (I|⊗mA) ◦ (I|⊗ g ⊗ IA) ◦ (I|⊗uB ⊗ IA) ◦ (Í|⊗ IA)
= (I|⊗mA) ◦ (I|⊗uA ⊗ IA) ◦ (Í|⊗ IA) = I|⊗A.
–
(
ηA(g )
M⊗mBM
′
=
(
ηA(g )
M ⊗mA
(
ηA(g )
M ′ holds for all right dg-comodules (M ,γM ) and
(M ′,γM
′
) over B . This is equivalent to the condition
q
 
(
ηA(g )
M⊗mBM
′ 
= q
 
(
ηA(g )
M ⊗mA
(
ηA(g )
M ′

,
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which can be checked as follows. UsingmA ◦ (g ⊗ g ) = g ◦mB , we have
q
 
(
ηA(g )
M⊗mA
(
ηA(g )
M ′

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA)⊗

q
 
(
ηA(g )
M

⊗ q
 
(
ηA(g )
M ′

= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗ g ⊗ IM ′ ⊗ g ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
)
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ g ) ◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mB ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
)
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗ g ) ◦ (γ
M⊗mBM
′
) = q
 
(
ηA(g )
M⊗mBM
′ 
.
⊓⊔
Now we finish the proof of Proposition 5.4.
Proof (Proposition 5.4).We claim that the isomorphism
(
ηA : E
B (A)→ Eω(A) is natu-
ral in A ∈ cdgA (|). This will give us a natural isomorphism
(
η :EB =⇒Eω : cdgA (|)  dgA (|),
whose component at a cdg-algebra A is
(
ηA . Then
(
g = {
(
g A} automatically becomes
a natural transformation, which is the inverse of
(
η. Moreover,
(
η will canonically in-
duce a natural isomorphism
(
η :GB =⇒Gω⊗ : cdgA (|) Grp ,
with its inverse, again,
(
g . We need to show that for every morphism f : A → A′ of
cdg-algebras the following diagram commutes:
EB (A)
(
ηA //
EB ( f )

Eω(A)
Eω( f )

EB (A′)
(
ηA′ // Eω(A′),
i.e., Eω( f ) ◦
(
ηA =
(
ηA′ ◦E
B ( f ).
It suffices to show that for every linear map g : B → A and every right dg-comodule
(M ,γM ) over B , we have q

Eω( f )
 
(
ηA(g )
M 
= q

(
ηA( f ◦ g )
M

. Indeed, we have
q

E
ω( f )
 
(
ηA(g )
M 
= (IM ⊗ f ) ◦ q

(
ηA(g )
M

= (IM ⊗ f ) ◦ (IM ⊗ g ) ◦γ
M
=
 
IM ⊗ ( f ◦ g )

◦γM = q

(
ηA( f ◦ g )
M

.
⊓⊔
Finally we can finish the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof (Theorem 5.1). By Proposition 5.4 and the definitions of the functorsGB and
Gω⊗ , it suffices to show that for each cdg-algebra A,
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(a )
(
ηA sends a homotopy pair
 
g (t ),χ (t )

on HomcdgA (|)(B ,A) to a homotopy pair
(
ηA
 
g (t )

,
(
ηA
 
χ (t )

on Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A), and
(b )
(
g A sends a homotopy pair
 
η(t )A ,λ(t )A

on Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) to a homotopy pair
(
g A
 
η(t )A

,
(
g A
 
λ(t )A

onHomcdgA (|)(B ,A).
Then
(
ηA and
(
g A will give an isomorphism of groups G
ω
⊗ (A)
∼= GB (A) for every cdg-
algebra A. Moreover, this isomorphism is natural in A ∈ cdgA (|) by Proposition 5.4
and Lemma 5.3 so that we have a natural isomorphism
Gω⊗
∼=G
B :hocdgA (|) Grp .
Wewill prove (a ) only since the proof of (b ) is similar.We need to check the following
properties:
(1) dd t
(
ηA
 
g (t )

=δA
(
ηA
 
χ (t )

;
(2)
(
ηA
 
g (0)

∈Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A);
(3)
(
ηA
 
χ (t )
|
= 0;
(4)
(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M⊗mB M ′ = (ηA χ (t )M ⊗mA (ηA g (t )M ′ + (ηA g (t )M ⊗mA (ηA χ (t )M ′ holds
for all right dg-comodules (M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B .
Property (1) follows fromthecondition dd t g (t ) = dB ,Aχ (t ), sincewehave
d
d t
(
ηA
 
g (t )

=
(
ηA
 
d
d t g (t )

=
(
ηA
 
dB ,Aχ (t )

= δA
(
ηA
 
χ (t )

. Property (2) follows from the condition
g (0) ∈ HomcdgA (|)(B ,A). Property (3) follows from the condition χ (t ) ◦ uB = 0, since
we have
(
ηA
 
χ (t )
|
= (I|⊗mA)◦
 
I|⊗ (χ (t )◦uB )⊗IA

◦ (Í|⊗IA) = 0. Note that Property
(4) is equivalent to the identity
q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M⊗mB M ′
= q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M
⊗mA
(
ηA
 
g (t )
M ′
+
(
ηA
 
g (t )
M
⊗mA
(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M ′
,
(5.9)
which can be checked as follows. We begin with the 1st term in the RHS of eq. (5.9):
q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M
⊗mA
(
ηA
 
g (t )
M ′
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦

q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M 
⊗ q

(
ηA
 
g (t )
M ′
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦
 
IM ⊗χ (t )⊗ IM ⊗ g (t )

◦ (γM ⊗γM
′
)
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗χ (t )⊗ g (t )

◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
).
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After the similar calculation for the 2nd term in the RHS of eq. (5.9), we have
q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M
⊗mA
(
ηA
 
g (t )
M ′
+
(
ηA
 
g (t )
M
⊗mA
(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M ′
= (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mA) ◦

IM⊗M ′ ⊗
 
χ (t )⊗ g (t ) + g (t )⊗χ (t )

◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
)
=
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗χ (t )

◦ (IM⊗M ′ ⊗mB ) ◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IB ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗γM
′
)
=
 
IM⊗M ′ ⊗χ (t )

◦γM⊗mB M
′
= q

(
ηA
 
χ (t )
M⊗mBM ′.
We usedmA ◦
 
χ (t )⊗ g (t ) + g (t )⊗χ (t )

=χ (t ) ◦mB on the 2nd equality. ⊓⊔
5.2. Reduction to the dg-category of finite dimensional linear representations
A finite dimensional linear representation of GB is a representation (M ,ρM ) of GB
whose underlying cochain complexM is finite dimensional over |. Denote
– CoCh (|)f as the full sub dg-category of CoCh (|) consisting of finite dimensional
cochain complexes over |;
– Rep (GB )f as the full sub dg-category of Rep (G
B ) consisting of finite dimensional
linear representations of GB ;
– dgComod R (B )f as the full sub dg-category of dgComod R (B ) consisting of finite
dimensional right dg-comodules over B .
Then
 
CoCh (|)f ,⊗,|

,
 
Rep (GB )f ,⊗, (|,ρ
|)

and
 
dgComod R (B )f ,⊗mB , (|,γ
|)

aredg-
tensor categories, and there is an isomorphism of dg-tensor categories 
Rep (GB )f ,⊗, (|,ρ
|)

∼=
 
dgComod R (B )f ,⊗mB , (|,γ
|)

by the arguments in Theorem 4.1. We denote ωf : dgComod R (B )f   CoCh (|)f as
the forgetful functor, which is also a dg-tensor functor. In this subsection, we define
three functors
E
ωf : cdgA (|)  dgA (|), Gωf : cdgA (|) Grp and G
ωf
⊗ : hocdgA (|) Grp ,
analogous to the three functors Eωf ,Gω andGω in the previous subsection. We shall
show that there are natural isomorphisms of functors
E
ωf ∼=Eω, G
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ and G
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ .
This will imply that the reconstructions of GB andGB are also valid if we work with
their finite dimensional representations.
In this subsection we adapt the Einstein summation convention. We begin with the
following well-known lemma.
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Lemma 5.6. Let B be a dg-coalgebra, and (M ,γM ) be a right dg-comodule over B .
Then (M ,γM ) is the union of its finite dimensional subcomodules over B .
Proof. It suffices to show that for eachm ∈M , there is a finite dimensional subco-
module ofM containingm . Fix a basis {bi } of B over | and write
ÍB (bi ) =Í
j k
i b j ⊗ bk , γ
M (m ) =m i ⊗ bi (5.10)
for some Í
j k
i ∈ | and m
i ∈ M . Note that the indices of the sums in eq. (5.10) run
finite. LetMm
f
be the |-subspace ofM spanned by the elementsm , m i , dMm and
dMm
i . Clearly, (Mm
f
,dM ) is a finite dimensional subcomplex of (M ,dM ) containing
m . Moreover, (Mm
f
,γM ) is a subcomodule of (M ,γM ) over B because
– γM (m ) =m i ⊗ bi ∈M
m
f
⊗B .
– γM (dMm ) = dM⊗B
 
γM (m )

= dMm
i ⊗ bi + (−1)
|m i |m i ⊗dBbi ∈M
m
f
⊗B .
– the comodule axiom of γM implies that
γM (mk )⊗ bk = (γ
M ⊗ IB )(m
k ⊗ bk ) = (γ
M ⊗ IB ) ◦γ
M
 
m

= (IM ⊗ÍB ) ◦γ
M
 
m

= (IM ⊗ÍB )(m
i ⊗ bi ) =Í
j k
i ·m
i ⊗ b j ⊗ bk .
Therefore we have γM (mk ) =Í
j k
i ·m
i ⊗ b j ∈M
m
f
⊗B .
– γM (dMm
k ) = dM⊗B
 
γM (mk )

=Í
j k
i ·dMm
i⊗b j+(−1)
|m i |Í
j k
i ·m
i⊗dB b j ∈M
m
f
⊗B .
Thus for eachm ∈M , there exists a finite dimensional subcomoduleMm
f
ofM over
B containing m . We conclude that M is the union of its finite dimensional subco-
modules over B . ⊓⊔
Wemay restate the result of Lemma 5.6 as follows: Every right dg-comodule (M ,γM )
over B is a filtered colimit of its finite dimensional subcomodules over B . Equiva-
lently, we haveM ∼= lim
−→
α
M αf where the index α runs over all finite dimensional sub-
comodulesM α
f
ofM over B .
We will denote an element in End(ωf ⊗A) as ξA . For every ξA ∈ End(ωf ⊗A), we also
haveM ⊗A ∼= lim
−→
α
(M αf ⊗A) and there exists a uniquemorphism
(lim
−→A
ξA)
M := lim
−→
α
 
ξ
M α
f
A

:M ⊗A→M ⊗A
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of rightdg-modulesoverA,making the followingdiagramcommutative for allα:
M ⊗A
(lim
−→A
ξA )
M
// M ⊗A
M α
f
⊗A
ξ
Mα
f
A //
?
OO
M α
f
⊗A
?
OO .
Lemma 5.7. For every cdg-algebra A, there is an isomorphism of dg-algebras
lim
−→A
:End(ωf ⊗A)
//
End(ω⊗A) : resA ,oo
which sends
– each ηA ∈End(ω⊗A) to its restriction resA ηA ∈End(ωf ⊗A)whose component at a
finite dimensional right dg-comodule (Mf ,γ
Mf ) over B is given by
(resAηA)
Mf :=η
Mf
A :Mf ⊗A→Mf ⊗A.
– each ξA ∈ End(ωf ⊗A) to lim−→A
ξA ∈ End(ω⊗A) whose component at a right dg-
comodule (M ,γM ) over B is given by
(lim
−→A
ξA)
M = lim
−→
α
 
ξ
M α
f
A

:M ⊗A→M ⊗A,
where the index α runs over all finite dimensional subcomodulesM α
f
ofM over B .
Moreover, the above isomorphism is natural in A ∈ cdgA (|).
Proof. For every ξA ∈End(ωf⊗A), we claim that lim−→A
ξA is a natural transformation.
Given a morphism ψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B , we need
to show
(lim
−→A
ξA)
M ◦ (ψ⊗ IA) = (−1)
|ψ||ξA |(ψ⊗ IA) ◦ (lim−→A
ξA)
M ′ :M ⊗A→M ′⊗A. (5.11)
LetM α
f
be a finite dimensional subcomodule ofM over B . Then by Lemma5.6, there
exists a finite dimensional subcomodule M ′α
f
of M ′ such that ψ(M α
f
) ⊆ M ′α
f
. Since
ξA is a natural transformation, we have
ξ
M ′αf
A ◦ (ψ⊗ IA) = (−1)
|ψ||ξA |(ψ⊗ IA) ◦ξ
M αf
A :M
α
f ⊗A→M
′α
f ⊗A. (5.12)
Letα run over all finite dimensional subcomodulesM α
f
ofM over B . By applying lim
−→
α
on eq. (5.12), and composing the inclusion lim
−→
α
 
M ′αf ⊗A

,→M ′⊗A, we get eq. (5.11).
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Clearly themap resA iswell-defined. It follows fromthedefinitions thatboth resA and
lim
−→A
are morphisms of dg-algebras, are natural in A and are inverse to each other.
⊓⊔
Let us define Z 0End(ωf ⊗A), End⊗(ωf ⊗A), Z
0End⊗(ωf ⊗A) and hoZ
0End⊗(ωf ⊗A) as
we did in the previous subsection.
Lemma 5.8. The isomorphism in Lemma 5.7 gives an isomorphism
lim
−→A
:Z 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A)
//
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A) : resAoo
of monoids that are natural in A ∈ cdgA (|). In particular, Z 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A) is a group.
Proof. It suffices to check that lim
−→A
 
Z 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A)

is contained in Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A)
and resA
 
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A)

is contained in Z 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A).
– It is clear from the definitions that resA
 
Z 0End⊗(ω⊗A)

⊆ Z 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A).
– LetξA ∈ Z
0End⊗(ωf⊗A). Clearly, wehave lim−→A
ξA ∈ Z
0End(ωf⊗A) and (lim−→A
ξA)
| =
ξ|A = I|⊗A. Moreover, for right dg-comodules (M ,γ
M ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B , we
have
(lim
−→A
ξA)
M⊗mB M
′
= (lim
−→A
ξA)
M ⊗mA (lim−→A
ξA)
M ′ :M ⊗M ′ ⊗A→M ⊗M ′⊗A. (5.13)
For the proof, letM α
f
andM
′β
f
be finite dimensional subcomodules ofM andM ′
over B , respectively. Then the tensor productM α
f
⊗mB M
′β
f
is a finite dimensional
subcomodule ofM ⊗mB M
′ over B . Since ξA is a tensor natural transformation,
we have
ξ
M α
f
⊗mBM
′β
f
A = ξ
M α
f
A ⊗mA ξ
M
′β
f
A :M
α
f ⊗M
′β
f
⊗A→M αf ⊗M
′β
f
⊗A. (5.14)
Note thatM α
f
⊗mB M
′β
f
coversM ⊗mB M
′ as the indices α, β run all finite dimen-
sional subcomodules ofM ,M ′ over B , respectively. Thus we get eq. (5.13) by ap-
plying the colimit lim
−→
α,β
on eq. (5.14). ⊓⊔
Lemma 5.9. The isomorphism in Lemma 5.8 induces an isomorphism
lim
−→A
: hoZ 0End⊗(ωf ⊗A)
//
hoZ 0End⊗(ω⊗A) : resAoo
of monoids that is natural in A ∈ hocdgA (|), where we define
lim
−→A
[ξA] := [lim−→A
ξA] and resA[ηA] := [resA ηA]
for [ξA] ∈ hoZ
0End⊗(ωf⊗A)and [ηA ] ∈hoZ
0End⊗(ω⊗A). Inparticular, hoZ
0End⊗(ωf⊗
A) is a group.
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Proof. It suffices to show that themaps lim
−→A
and resA sends homotopy pairs on each
side to the other. Clearly, resA sends homotopy pairs on Z
0End⊗(ω⊗A) to homotopy
pairs on Z 0End⊗(ωf⊗A). Moreover, lim−→A
sends homotopy pairs on Z 0End⊗(ωf⊗A) to
homotopypairs onZ 0End⊗(ω⊗A). This canbe checkedby taking colimits, analogous
to the arguments introduced in Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8. ⊓⊔
Theorem 5.2. We have functors
E
ωf : cdgA (|)  dgA (|), Gωf : cdgA (|) Grp and G
ωf
⊗ :hocdgA (|) Grp ,
sending each cdg-algebra A to
E
ωf (A) :=End(ωf⊗A), G
ωf (A) :=Z 0End⊗(ωf⊗A) and G
ωf
⊗ (A) := hoZ
0
End⊗(ωf⊗A).
Moreover, we have natural isomorphisms Eωf ∼=Eω, G
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ andG
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ .
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, we have a natural isomorphism lim
−→
: Eωf ⇒ Eω whose com-
ponent at a cdg-algebra A is lim
−→A
: Eωf (A)→ Eω(A), with its inverse res : Eω ⇒ Eωf
defined by res := {resA :E
ω(A)→Eωf (A)}. Lemma5.8 implies that lim
−→
and res induce
a natural isomorphism G
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ , and Lemma 5.9 implies that lim
−→
and res induce a
natural isomorphismG
ωf
⊗
∼=Gω⊗ . ⊓⊔
5.3. Remark on rigidity
Amore conventionalwayof recovering the antipode ςB of a cdg-Hopf algebra B from
the category of finite dimensional dg-comodules over B may be by considering dg-
versions of the rigidity, as introduced in [4,11]—see also [5], [6] and [12].
In this subsection, we provide an independent proof that G
ωf
⊗ (A) is a group for ev-
ery cdg-algebra A using the dg-version of rigidity in a dg-tensor category. At the
end of this subsection, we will directly show that the inverse S (ξA) of an element
ξA ∈G
ωf
⊗ (A) defined in this way agrees with our previous inverse ς(ηA) of ηA ∈G
ω
⊗ (A)
introduced in Proposition 5.1, via the isomorphism in Lemma 5.7. This implies that
our Tannakian reconstruction, restricted to commutative Hopf algebras and associ-
ated affine group schemes, an alternative to but agrees with the well-known recon-
struction theorem [4,11] from the category of finite dimensional linear representa-
tions.
In our previous paper [7], we showed that our method of Tannakian reconstruction
also works in the categorial dual version to affine group dg-schemes, where we do
not have the analogous property of restricting to the finite dimensional linear rep-
resentations.
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In this subsection we adapt the Einstein summation convention.
Let (M ,γM ) be a finite dimensional right dg-comodule over B . Using the antipode
ςB , we can define a right dg-comodule structure on the dual cochain complexM ∨ :=
Hom(M ,|) as follows. Consider the cochain isomorphism
Hom(M ,B )∼=Hom(M ,|)⊗B =M ∨ ⊗B .
We can explicitly describe the above isomorphism by taking a basis ofM . Fix a basis
{xi }ofM over| anddenote {e
i } as the corresponding dual basis ofM ∨.Wewill write
(−1)|i | = (−1)|xi | = (−1)|e
i |. Then the above isomorphism sends a linearmap l :M → B
to (−1)|i |(|l |+|i |)e i ⊗ l (xi ). Moreover, the isomorphism is independent of the choice of
the basis.
Define a cochain map γM
∨
: M ∨ = Hom(M ,|) → Hom(M ,B ), which sends a linear
map h :M → | to γM
∨
(h ) := ıB ◦ (h ⊗ςB ) ◦γ
M :M → B . Composing it with the above
isomorphism, we get a cochain map
γM
∨
:M ∨→M ∨⊗B .
One can show that (M ∨,γM
∨
) is a right dg-comodule over B , using the fact that the
antipode ςB : B → B is an anti-morphism of dg-coalgebras. Consider the evaluation
map, denoted by evM , and the coevaluationmap, denoted by cvM , of the underlying
cochain complexM defined as follows:
evM :M
∨⊗M → |, cvM : |→M ⊗M
∨,
h ⊗m 7→ h (m ), 1 7→ xi ⊗ e
i ,
which are cochain maps andmake the following diagrams commute:
M
 −1M //
ı−1M

M ⊗|
|⊗M
cvM ⊗IM // M ⊗M ∨⊗M
IM⊗evM
OO M
∨
ı−1
M∨ //
 −1
M∨

|⊗M ∨
M ∨ ⊗|
IM∨⊗cvM // M ∨ ⊗M ⊗M ∨
evM ⊗IM∨
OO ,
i.e.
(IM ⊗evM )◦(cvM ⊗IM )◦ı
−1
M = 
−1
M , and (evM ⊗IM ∨ )◦(IM ∨⊗cvM )◦ 
−1
M ∨ = ı
−1
M ∨ . (5.15)
Using the antipode axiom of ςB , we can check that evM and cvM are morphisms of
right dg-comodules over B :
(M ∨,γM
∨
)⊗mB (M ,γ
M )
evM // (|,γ|), (|,γ|)
cvM // (M ,γM )⊗mB (M
∨,γM
∨
).
We call the triple
 
(M ∨,γM
∨
), evM , cvM

the dual of (M ,γM ) in the dg-tensor cate-
gory
 
dgComod R (B )f ,⊗mB , (|,γ
|)

. For convenience, we will often write the dual of
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(M ,γM ) as (M ∨,γM
∨
). Let us fix the evaluation map evM for each right dg-comodule
(M ,γM ) over B . Then the dual (M ∨,γM
∨
) of (M ,γM ) is unique up to a unique isomor-
phism, since it is the representing object of the dg-functor
HomdgComod R (B )f (−⊗M ,|) :

dgComod R (B )f  CoCh (|)f .
This is analogous to [12, Lemma 6.3.2] for the non dg-version. For every morphism
ψ : (M ,γM ) → (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B , we have a morphism ψ∨ :
(M ′∨,γM
′∨
)→ (M ∨,γM
∨
) of right dg-comodules over B , called the dual ofψ, which is
defined as follows:
ψ∨ := ıM ∨ ◦ (evM ′ ⊗IM ∨ ) ◦ (IM ′∨ ⊗ψ⊗ IM ∨ ) ◦ (IM ′∨ ⊗ cvM ) ◦ 
−1
M ′∨ :M
′∨→M ∨.
Equivalently, the dualψ∨ of ψ is the unique morphism of right dg-comodules over
B making the following diagram commutative:
M ′∨ ⊗M
ψ∨⊗IM
//
IM ′∨⊗ψ

M ∨⊗M
evM

M ′∨ ⊗M ′
evM ′ // |
, i.e. evM ′ ◦(IM ′∨ ⊗ψ) = evM ◦(ψ
∨⊗ IM ). (5.16)
We can also check that (ψ′◦ψ)∨ =ψ∨◦ψ′∨ for every pair ofmorphismsψ : (M ,γM )→
(M ′,γM
′
) andψ′ : (M ′,γM
′
)→ (M ′′,γM
′′
) of right dg-comodules over B .
Remind that the tensor product ⊗mB is symmetric. Indeed, for right dg-comodules
(M ,γM ) and (M ′,γM
′
) over B , the usual isomorphism τ : M ⊗M ′ ∼= M ′ ⊗M of the
underlying cochain complexes becomes an isomorphism
τ : (M ,γM )⊗mB (M
′,γM
′
)∼= (M ′,γM
′
)⊗mB (M ,γ
M )
of right dg-comodules over B , sincemB is commutative. Then the dual of (M
∨,γM
∨
)
is (M ,γM ), with the following evaluation and coevaluation maps:
evM ∨ := evM ◦τ :M ⊗M
∨→ |, cvM ∨ := τ ◦ cvM : |→M
∨ ⊗M ,
m ⊗h 7→ (−1)|m ||h |h (m ), 1 7→ (−1)|i |e i ⊗ xi .
Moreover, for any morphismψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) of right dg-comodules over B ,
we haveψ∨∨ =ψ which follows from applying τ on eq. (5.16).
We will adopt the following conventions and notations for the upcoming two lem-
mas to save spaces:
– We will omit the tensor product ⊗ over |.
– We will write ⊗mA =⊗. So every unadorned tensor product is over A.
– We will omit the isomorphisms (−)⊗mA A
∼= (−)∼= A⊗mA (−) over A.
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– We will writeωf ⊗A =ωA .
Lemma 5.10. For every cdg-algebra A and ξA ∈End(ωA), define the dual (ξ
M
A )
∨ of the
component ξMA of ξA at a finite dimensional right dg-comodule (M ,γ
M ) over B as
(ξMA )
∨ :=
 
ωA(evM )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ξ
M
A ⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ωA(cvM )

:M ∨A→M ∨A.
Then
(a) the following diagram commutes:
M ∨A⊗MA
(ξMA )
∨⊗IMA
//
IM∨A⊗ξ
M
A

M ∨A⊗MA
ωA (evM )

M ∨A⊗MA
ωA (evM ) // A
.
(b) for anymorphismψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
)offinite dimensional rightdg-comodules
over B , the following diagram commutes:
M ′∨A
(ξM
′
A )
∨
//
ωA (ψ
∨)

M ′∨A
ωA (ψ
∨)

M ∨A
(ξMA )
∨
// M ∨A
, i.e., ωA(ψ
∨)◦(ξM
′
A )
∨ = (−1)|ξA ||ψ|(ξMA )
∨◦ωA(ψ
∨).
Proof. We can show (a ) as follows:
ωA(evM ) ◦
 
(ξMA )
∨⊗ IMA

=
 
ωA(evM )⊗ωA(evM )

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ξ
M
A ⊗ IM ∨A⊗MA

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ωA(cvM )⊗ IMA

=ωA(evM ) ◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ξ
M
A

◦
 
IM ∨A⊗MA ⊗ωA(evM )

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ωA(cvM )⊗ IMA

=ωA(evM ) ◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ξ
M
A

.
Next, we show (b ). Sinceψ : (M ,γM )→ (M ′,γM
′
) is amorphism of finite dimensional
right dg-comodules over B and ξA is a natural transformation, we have
ξM
′
A ◦ωA(ψ) = (−1)
|ψ||ξA |ωA(ψ) ◦ξ
M
A . (5.17)
We first show that
ωA(ψ
∨)◦(ξM
′
A )
∨ =
 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A⊗(ξ
M ′
A ◦ωA(ψ))⊗IM ∨A

◦(IM ′∨A⊗ωA(cvM )),
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which is essentially computing the dual of ξM
′
A ◦ωA(ψ): 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A ⊗ (ξ
M ′
A ◦ωA(ψ))⊗ IM ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(cvM ))
=
 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A ⊗ξ
M ′
A ⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(ψ)⊗ IM ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(cvM ))
=
 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
(ξM
′
A )
∨⊗ IM ′A⊗M ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(ψ)⊗ IM ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(cvM ))
=
 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(ψ)⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
(ξM
′
A )
∨⊗ IMA⊗M ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(cvM ))
=
 
ωA(evM )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
ωA(ψ
∨)⊗ IMA⊗M ∨A

◦
 
(ξM
′
A )
∨⊗ IMA⊗M ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A ⊗ωA(cvM ))
=
 
ωA(evM )⊗ IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ∨A ⊗ωA(cvM )

◦ωA(ψ
∨) ◦ (ξM
′
A )
∨
=ωA(ψ
∨) ◦ (ξM
′
A )
∨.
We used (a ) on the 2nd equality, the relation eq. (5.16) on the 4th equality and the
relation eq. (5.15) on the last equality. Note thatωA is a dg-tensor functor. Similarly,
we have
(ξMA )
∨◦ωA(ψ
∨) =
 
ωA(evM ′ )⊗IM ∨A

◦
 
IM ′∨A⊗ (ωA(ψ)◦ξ
M
A )⊗IM ∨A

◦ (IM ′∨A⊗ωA(cvM )).
From eq. (5.17), together with the above calculations, we conclude that ωA(ψ
∨) ◦
(ξM
′
A )
∨ = (−1)|ξA ||ψ|(ξMA )
∨ ◦ωA(ψ
∨). ⊓⊔
Lemma 5.11. For every cdg-algebra A and ξA ∈ End(ωA) we have another natural
transformation S (ξA) ∈ End(ωA), whose component at a finite dimensional right dg-
comodule (M ,γM ) over B is given by
S (ξA)
M := (ξM
∨
A )
∨ :MA→MA,
such thatS (ξA) ∈ Z
0End⊗(ωA)wheneverξA ∈Z
0End⊗(ωA).Moreover,wehaveagroup
G
ωf
⊗ (A) =
 
Z 0End⊗(ωA),IωA ,◦

, where the inverse of an element ξA ∈ Z
0End⊗(ωA) is
S (ξA).
Remark that the above lemma, when A = | and the degree of everything is concen-
trated to zero, follows from [6, Prop. 5.3.1].
Proof. Given ξA ∈ End(ωA), we first show that S (ξA) is a natural transformation. Let
ψ : (M ,γM ) → (M ′,γM
′
) be a morphism of finite dimensional right dg-comodules
over B . Substituting ψ in Lemma 5.10(b) by the dual ψ∨ : (M ′∨,γM
′∨) → (M ∨,γM
∨
)
andusingψ∨∨ =ψ, we obtain thatωA(ψ)◦S (ξA)
M = (−1)|ξA ||ψ|S (ξA)
M ′◦ωA(ψ). There-
fore S (ξA) is a natural transformation of degree |ξA |.
Suppose further that ξA is in Z
0End⊗(ωA). Then, for every finite dimensional right
dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B we have S (ξA)
M ◦ξMA = ξ
M
A ◦S (ξA)
M = IMA , which can
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be checked by the following two commutative diagrams:
MA
IMA⊗ωA (cvM∨ )// MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
IMA⊗ξ
M∨
A ⊗IMA //
IMA⊗ξ
M∨
A ⊗ξ
M
A

MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
ω(evM∨ )⊗IMA //
IMA⊗M∨A⊗ξ
M
A

MA
ξMA

MA
IMA⊗ωA (cvM∨ )// MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
ω(evM∨ )⊗IMA // MA
and
MA
IMA⊗ωA (cvM∨ )//
ξMA

MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
ξMA ⊗IM∨A⊗MA

MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
ω(evM∨ )⊗IMA //
ξMA ⊗ξ
M∨
A ⊗IMA

MA
MA
IMA⊗ωA (cvM∨ )// MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
IMA⊗ξ
M∨
A ⊗IMA// MA⊗M ∨A⊗MA
ω(evM∨ )⊗IMA // MA
.
The top horizontal composition in the 1st diagram and the bottom horizontal com-
position in the 2nd diagram are equal to S (ξA)M , and we used the relations in eq.
(5.15) twice. Since ξA is a tensor natural transformation, the left square on the 1st di-
agramand the right square on the 2nddiagramcommute.Moreover, we haveS (ξA) ∈
Z 0End⊗(ωA) since S (ξA) is the inverse of ξA . ⊓⊔
We return to our original notations. We can express the component S (ξA)
M of S (ξA)
introduced in Lemma 5.11 as follows:
S (ξA)
M = (ξM
∨
A )
∨ =τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M ) ◦ (IM ⊗ξ
M ∨
A ⊗ IM )
◦ (IM⊗M ∨ ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗ cvM ∨ ⊗IA) ◦ (
−1
M ⊗ IA) :M ⊗A→M ⊗A.
We end this subsection with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.12. For every cdg-algebra A and ηA ∈End(ω⊗A), we have
ς(ηA) = lim−→A
S (resA ηA).
Proof. It suffices to show that the components of ς(ηA) and S (resAηA) at a finite di-
mensional right dg-comodule (M ,γM ) over B agree. From Proposition 5.1, the com-
ponent of ς(ηA) ∈ End(ω ⊗ A) at a right dg-comodule (M ,γ
M ) over B is ς(ηA)
M =
(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B ∗
A ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA).
Fix a basis {at } of A and a basis {xi } ofM as Z-graded vector spaces over |. Let {e
i }
be the basis of M ∨ dual to {xi }. Again, we will write (−1)
|i | = (−1)|xi | = (−1)|e
i |. Note
that the index i runs finite. For each xi , we have γ
M (xi ) = x j ⊗γ
j
i for some γ
j
i ∈ B . Fix
elements a ∈ A andm ∈M , and denotem i := e i (m ) ∈ |which is zero if |m | 6= |i |. We
denote · for the product of an element in |.
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1. We calculate the value of ς(ηA)
M
 
m ⊗ a

. To do so, we need to describe ηB
∗
A first.
Using the isomorphism in Lemma 5.4, we get
ηB
∗
A = (B ⊗ IA) ◦ (IB ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IB ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (γ
B ∗ ⊗ IA)
where we defined γB
∗
:=τ ◦ (ςB ⊗ IB ) ◦ÍB . Therefore we obtain that
ς(ηA)
M :=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B ∗
A ) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=(M ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗εB ⊗A) ◦ (IM⊗B ⊗η
B
A )
◦ (IM ⊗τ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗ςB ⊗ IB⊗A) ◦ (IM ⊗ÍB ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
=(M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (IM ⊗ςB ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA).
We are ready to calculate ς(ηA)M
 
m ⊗a

. Let us writem =mk · xk for the indices k
with |k |= |m |. Then we have
ς(ηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

= (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (IM ⊗ςB ⊗ IA) ◦ (γ
M ⊗ IA)
 
m ⊗a

=mk · (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (IM ⊗ςB ⊗ IA)
 
xi ⊗γ
i
k ⊗a

=mk · (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗η
B
A )
 
xi ⊗ςB (γ
i
k )⊗a

= (−1)|i ||ηA |mk · (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA)

xi ⊗η
B
A
 
ςB (γ
i
k )⊗a

= (−1)|i ||ηA |mk · (M ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ⊗εB ⊗ IA)
 
xi ⊗ b
i t
k ⊗at

= (−1)|i ||ηA |mkεB (b
i t
k ) ·
 
xi ⊗at

where b i t
k
∈ B is defined by the relation ηBA
 
ςB (γ
i
k
)⊗a

= b i t
k
⊗at .
2. We calculate the value of S (resA ηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

. First, note that γM
∨
(e i ) = ıB ◦ (e
i ⊗
ςB ) ◦γ
M :M → B is of degree |i | and
γM
∨
(e i )
 
xk

= ıB ◦ (e
i ⊗ςB ) ◦γ
M
 
xk

= ıB ◦ (e
i ⊗ςB )
 
x j ⊗γ
j
k

= ςB (γ
i
k ).
Therefore we have
γM
∨
(e i ) = (−1)|k |(|k |+|i |) · e k ⊗γM
∨
(e i )
 
xk

= (−1)|k |+|i ||k | · e k ⊗ςB (γ
i
k ).
Next, we calculate ηM
∨
A (e
i ⊗a ):
ηM
∨
A (e
i ⊗a ) = (IM ∨ ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗η
B
A ) ◦ (γ
M ∨ ⊗ IA)
 
e i ⊗a

= (−1)|k |+|i ||k | · (IM ∨ ⊗ ıA ) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗εB ⊗ IA) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗η
B
A )
 
e k ⊗ςB (γ
i
k )⊗a

= (−1)|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA| · (IM ∨ ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗εB ⊗ IA)

e k ⊗ηBA
 
ςB (γ
i
k )⊗a

= (−1)|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA| · (IM ∨ ⊗ ıA) ◦ (IM ∨ ⊗εB ⊗ IA)
 
e k ⊗ b i tk ⊗at

= (−1)|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA|εB (b
i t
k ) ·
 
e k ⊗at

.
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Here, we used the defining relation ηBA
 
ςB (γ
i
k
)⊗a

= b i t
k
⊗at .
Finally, we calculate S (resAηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

:
S (resAηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

=τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M ) ◦ (IM ⊗η
M ∨
A ⊗ IM )
◦ (IM⊗M ∨ ⊗τ) ◦ (IM ⊗ cvM ∨ ⊗IA) ◦ (
−1
M ⊗ IA)
 
m ⊗a

=(−1)|i | ·τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M ) ◦ (IM ⊗η
M ∨
A ⊗ IM ) ◦ (IM⊗M ∨ ⊗τ)
 
m ⊗ e i ⊗ xi ⊗a

=(−1)|i |+|i ||a | ·τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M ) ◦ (IM ⊗η
M ∨
A ⊗ IM )
 
m ⊗ e i ⊗a ⊗ xi

=(−1)|i |+|i ||a |+|m ||ηA| ·τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M )
 
m ⊗ηM
∨
A (e
i ⊗a )⊗ xi

=(−1)|i |+|i ||a |+|m ||ηA|+|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA|εB (b
i t
k ) ·τ ◦ ıA⊗M ◦ (evM ∨ ⊗IA⊗M )
 
m ⊗ e k ⊗at ⊗ xi

=(−1)|i |+|i ||a |+|m ||ηA|+|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA|+|k ||m |mkεB (b
i t
k ) ·τ
 
at ⊗ xi

=(−1)|i |+|i ||a |+|m ||ηA|+|k |+|i ||k |+|k ||ηA|+|k ||m |+|at ||i |mkεB (b
i t
k ) ·
 
xi ⊗at

.
3. We are left to check that the sign factors agree. Note that in the above calculation,
– |m |= |k | since we calculated e k (m ) =mk on the 6th equality.
– |b i t
k
| = 0 since other degree terms vanish when we calculate εB (b
i t
k
) on the 5th
equality. Thuswehave |at |= |a |+|ηA |+|k |+|i | fromthedefining relationη
B
A
 
ςB (γ
i
k
)⊗
a

= b i t
k
⊗at .
Therefore, in modulo 2, we have
|i |+ |i ||a |+ |m ||ηA |+ |k |+ |i ||k |+ |k ||ηA |+ |k ||m |+ |at ||i |
≡ |i |+ |i ||a |+ |m ||ηA |+ |m |+ |i ||m |+ |m ||ηA |+ |m ||m |+ |at ||i |
≡ |i |+ |i ||a |+ |i ||m |+ |at ||i |
≡ |i |+ |i ||a |+ |i ||m |+
 
|a |+ |ηA |+ |m |+ |i |

|i |
≡ |i ||ηA |.
This shows that ς(ηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

= S (resAηA)
M
 
m ⊗a

holds for allm ∈M and a ∈ A.
We conclude that ς(ηA)
M = S (resA ηA)
M holds for every finite dimensional right dg-
comodule (M ,γM ) over B . ⊓⊔
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